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Abstract Products and services are daily absorbed by an each time bigger and more demanding market. The market has changed significantly over the last years. Nowadays, industries must deal with extremely demanding customers. In order to stay in business, they have to quickly develop customized and specialized products, with low prices. The reach for excellence in quality of products and services made especially the industrial sector invest in a process technology, which guarantees 100% (or almost 100%) of its product’s/services’ quality. In this sense, the manufacturing processes’ monitoring became of crucial importance in order to optimize the productivity and provide a better quality of the end products. Machining monitoring can avoid the production of defective products, which would fatally reach exigent consumers. One of the problems to control the quality of the end products by means of optimizing the manufacturing technology is to find a way to provide a good machine control and maintenance without affecting the production line (by inserting a bigger setup time or creating delays in some processes). This is a task for Autonomous Production Cells, which are equipped with some sort of intelligence and a series of sensors and actuators in order to provide automatic inspection of its own production processes and actuate back to improve the production system. In this context, this document intends to cover and explain the problem of identifying, measuring and classifying cutting tools wear, in order to provide a good solution and feedback for an Autonomous Production Cell to update the configuration of its process parameters, according to the current state of the cutting tool, resulting in the improvement of the whole production system. To be able to apply such solution to an Autonomous Production Cell, we should convert this measurement and classification task into an automatic task, which could only be performed by utilizing a Machine Vision System, to be integrated into the machine tool. Great focus will also be given to the development of the Machine Vision System, covering all its project phases, from the optics until the software development, concluding with the presentation of the work results and with suggestions and perspectives for future works.
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Resumo Estendido O desenvolvimento do projeto de um Sistema de Visão para Medição Automática do Desgaste de Ferramentas de Corte teve sua realização no Instituto de MáquinasFerramenta e Engenharia de Produção – WZL (Laboratorium für Werkzeugmaschinen und Betriebslehre), nos domínios da universidade RWTH de Aachen (Reinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule) na Alemanha, sob supervisão do Grupo de Metrologia e Gerência da Qualidade – MTQ (Lehrstuhl für Fertigungsmeßtechnik und Qualitätsmanagement). O projeto está no contexto de um projeto maior, o Centro Cooperativo de Pesquisa SFB368: Células Autônomas de Produção – APZ (Autonome Produktion Zellen). Este projeto foi realizado como Projeto de Fim de Curso do acadêmico Alberto Xavier Pavim, no intuito de concluir o curso de Engenharia Controle e Automação Industrial (ECAI) da Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), Brasil.



O que segue é um breve resumo sobre o projeto, permitindo que o leitor se familiarize com o contexto e os motivos que levaram ao andamento do mesmo.



Produtos e serviços são diariamente absorvidos por um mercado consumidor cada vez maior e mais exigente. O mercado tem mudado significativamente nos últimos anos. Atualmente, as indústrias tem de lidar com consumidores extremamente exigentes. Para se manter no mercado, elas têm de desenvolver produtos altamente especializados, em curtos períodos de tempo, a custa de baixos preços. Devido a esta exigência, a inspeção da qualidade dos produtos tornou-se algo essencial nas indústrias. Nos anos 80, o controle de qualidade iniciou com inspeções por amostras (ou lotes de amostras), através da utilização de métodos estatísticos. Após a produção, testes eram realizados em determinados produtos, escolhidos aleatoriamente, para verificar se seu estado final estava de acordo com as especificações de produção. Desta forma obtinha-se uma certeza estatística de que boa parte da produção encontravase em um estado mínimo satisfatório para a venda. Entretanto, a inspeção por amostragem não é tão confiável, pois não dá certeza absoluta de que toda a produção esteja de acordo com as normas de produção, deixando com que alguns produtos defeituosos entrem no mercado, gerando insatisfação em clientes potenciais. A busca por excelência na qualidade de produtos e serviços fez especialmente o setor industrial investir em uma tecnologia de processo que garanta 100% (ou quase 100%) da qualidade de seus produtos. Mas o prejuízo com produtos defeituosos continua presente, pois estes produtos ainda precisam ser inspecionados e remanufaturados ou rejeitados. Conforme a pressão dos consumidores aumentou, pedindo por maior qualidade e diversidade de produtos, as indústrias foram forçadas a investir em linhas de produção mais flexíveis, para possibilitar a redução dos custos de produção e manter um alto padrão de qualidade dos produtos. Daí em diante, os sistemas de inspeção de qualidade tornaram-se
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mais sofisticados, e melhores soluções passaram a surgir com frequência, visando ainda manter a alta qualidade dos produtos finais. Devido à necessidade de se atingir maior eficiência e melhores resultados dos processos de fabricação, sempre buscando a redução de custos, outras tecnologias passaram a ser desenvolvidas, resultando em novas técnicas de controle de qualidade. Estas técnicas não eram focadas na inspeção da qualidade dos produtos finais, mas no monitoramento do próprio processo de fabricação. Os resultados com pesquisas e experimentos nesta área foram bons no sentido que propiciaram uma melhor solução para linhas de produção, reduzindo o prejuízo e custos com produtos defeituosos (refugos), à medida que estes não mais tem de ser remanufaturados ou rejeitados, e algumas vezes, se quer têm de ser inspecionados, pois o processo de fabricação já é monitorado, e garante uma melhor performance da produção. Desta forma, o monitoramento dos processos de fabricação se tornou de grande importância para alcançar melhorias na produtividade e na qualidade dos produtos finais. Ele ajuda no sentido de evitar a produção de produtos defeituosos, que fatalmente atingiriam consumidores exigentes. Um dos problemas enfrentados para se proceder com um controle de qualidade dos produtos finais, através do monitoramento de processos, é o de alcançar bom controle e manutenção do processo sem afetar a linha de produção (inserindo maiores tempos de setup ou criando delays e filas entre processos). Esta é uma tarefa para Células Autônomas de Produção (APC – Autonomous Production Cells), que são equipadas com uma espécie de inteligência e uma série de sensores e atuadores, os quais realizam a inspeção dos próprios processos de produção da célula e atuam de volta no sistema de forma a melhorar o desempenho geral. Neste contexto, este documento pretende cobrir o problema de identificação, medição e classificação do desgaste de ferramentas de corte, de forma a encontrar uma boa solução para permitir a atualização de parâmetros de configuração e funcionamento dos processos destas Células Autônomas de Produção, dando um feedback preciso de acordo com o estado atual da ferramenta, resultando no aprimoramento do sistema como um todo. Serão abordados temas sobre tecnologia de fabricação, em foco o processo de usinagem, ferramentas de corte e desgaste nestas ferramentas, além da tecnologia empregada em Células Autônomas de Produção. Para tornar possível a aplicação desta solução à uma Célula Autônoma de Produção, devemos antes transformar estes procedimentos de medicão e classificação em tarefas automáticas. Desta forma, elas só poderiam ser executadas através de um Sistema de Visão, a ser integrado na máquina-ferramenta. Assim sendo, a tecnologia de Sistemas de Visão receberá grande foco, cobrindo todas as fases de um projeto, desde a parte óptica até o desenvolvimento do software. O desenvolvimento do projeto seguiu uma metodologia padrão adotada pelo instituto WZL e também utilizada pelo grupo de Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento S2i do DAS, que se baseia fundamentalmente na metodologia de Engenharia de Software, a qual pode ser adquirida de [14]. A metodologia visa dividir o projeto e engenharia do software em etapas bem distintas, de forma a facilitar a identificação e correção de possíveis problemas ou empecilhos que venham a prejudicar o desenvolvimento deste o mais rápido possível, evitando que o projeto tenha de ser abortado, por algum motivo grave, já em uma etapa
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avançada do desenvolvimento, o que poderia trazer grandes prejuízos à empresa ou órgão executor do projeto. Toda a documentação do projeto é apresentada seguindo a formatação e organização propostas na metodologia, a qual também é brevemente apresentada. O documento é concluído com a apresentação dos resultados do projeto, resumindose em dois protótipos, sendo que um deles integra uma máquina-ferramenta do chão de fábrica do instituto WZL. São ainda propostas sugestões e perspectivas para futuros trabalhos.
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1. Introduction Products and services are daily absorbed by an each time bigger and more demanding market. The market has changed significantly over the last years. Nowadays, industries must deal with extremely demanding customers. In order to stay in business, they have to quickly develop customized and specialized products, with low prices. Because of this demand, the quality inspection of the end products became something essential for industries. In the 80’s, this quality control begun with sampling inspection, using statistical methods. After the manufacturing, tests were realized in some determined products, chosen by chance, to verify if their end state were according to the production specifications. By doing this, a statistical assurance was obtained, and it was known that great part of the products had enough quality for sale. However, inspecting by sampling is not something very trustful, because it does not give total quality guarantee for the whole production, leaving always some problematic products to enter in the market, generating insatisfaction to their users. The reach for excellence in quality made especially the industrial sector, in more recent days, invest in a process technology that guarantees 100% (or almost 100%) of its product’s quality. But the costs with the problematic products were still present, by the time that these products still have to be inspected and sometimes reworked or rejected. As the pressure of the customers severely increased, asking for more quality and major diversity of products, the industries were forced to invest in more flexible production lines, in order to reduce production costs and keep a high quality level. From this point on, the inspection systems became more sophisticated, and better solutions were always appearing, in order to keep a high quality for the products. In order to achieve more efficiency and better results in the manufacturing processes, with lower productions costs, other technologies started to be developed, appearing new quality control techniques, not focused on the quality level inspection of end products, but in the monitoring of the manufacturing processes. The results with researches and experiments in this area were good in the sense that they achieved a better solution for production lines, reducing costs with problematic products, for these do not have to be reworked or rejected, and sometimes, not even inspected, because the manufacturing process/environment is already under monitoring, resulting in better performance of the whole system. In this sense, the monitoring of manufacturing processes became of crucial importance in order to optimize the productivity, provide a better quality of the end products and reduce production costs. Machining monitoring can avoid the production of the defective products, which would fatally reach exigent consumers. Although smaller parts of a manufacturing processes already have a high degree of automation, it is noticeable that the number of process interruptions increases with the automation and the complexity of these processes, mainly because of the lack of integration among automated parts, which cannot effectively communicate with one another to achieve a common goal. One of the problems to control the quality of the end products by means of monitoring and optimizing the manufacturing technology is to find a way to provide good Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Chapter 1 – Introduction



machine control and maintenance, without affecting the production line performance (by inserting a larger setup time or creating delays in some processes). This is a task for Autonomous Production Cells (APC), which are equipped with some sort of intelligence and a series of sensors and actuators in order to provide automatic inspection of its own production processes and actuate back to improve the production system.



1.1. The SFB368 Project and the Autonomous Production Cells Faced with this background, several institutes affiliated to the Technical University of Aachen (RWTH-Aachen) and specialized in different manufacturing fields, from classical mechanical engineering, process control, process planning, clamping and tensing technology to mechatronics, joined together to form a Collaborate Research Center (Sonderforschungsbereich 368 – SFB368), funded by the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft – DFG) to conduct the basic research on the principles of what they were to define as Autonomous Production Cells – APCs (Autonome Produktionszellen). The institutions that take part in this research are (as follows from [1], [2], [3]): • IAW: Lehrstuhl und Institut für Arbeitswissenschaft der RWTH-Aachen – Institute and Chair for Work Science of the RWTH-Aachen (http://www.iaw.rwth-aachen.de); • IFAS: Lehrstuhl und Institut für fluidtechnische Antriebe und Steuerungen der RWTH-Aachen – Institute and Chair for Fluid-Based Drives and Control of the RWTHAachen (http://www.ifas.rwth-aachen.de); • IPT: Fraunhofer-Institut für Produktionstechnologie, Abteilung Meßtechnik und Qualitätstechnik – Institute Fraunhofer for Production Technology, Division for Metrology and Quality Control (http://www.ipt.rwth-aachen.de). • IRT: Lehrstuhl und Institut für Regelungstechnik der RWTH-Aachen – Institute and Chair for Control Systems of the RWTH-Aachen (http://www.rwth-aachen.de/irt). • LLT: Lehrstuhl für Lasertechnik der RWTH-Aachen – Chair for Laser Technology of the RWTH-Aachen (http://www.ilt.fhg.de/www/llt/llt.html). • WZL: Laboratorium für Werkzeugmaschinen und Betriebslehre – Laboratory for Machine Tools and Industrial Engineering (http://www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de).
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Figure 1-1 – The SFB368 Project, depicting the APC (APZ) Project logo and all the affiliated institutes.



This project aims at developing a production cell with high independency and flexibility levels, able to perform a series of manufacturing tasks autonomously, from tasks required for machining a product to tasks required for the quality inspection and maintenance of its work. The manufacturing processes are monitored in such a way that very complex and personalized products can be manufactured with high efficiency. The quality inspection is done while the manufacturing process takes turn, in a preventive way, reducing considerably the defect rates and production costs. APCs should increase the level of automatization in a system, as well as being tuned for optimal performance (none or minimal loss of resources), allowing industries to gain competitiveness in the global market, reducing, among other things, production time by increasing the flexibility of the system. Autonomous Production Cells group the functionalities of planning, machine tool control, user-interface, clamping, workpiece-handling and processcontrol.



1.2. The Tool Wear Measurement Problem One of the main research topics (as follows from [2], [3], [7]) within the abovementioned SFB368 project deals with the control of manufacturing processes. Two processes were chosen, both of which play a major role in manufacturing today, in order for the research to be further developed: one of them is the milling process and the other one is the laser welding process. In both of these processes, numerous variables have to be automatically controlled in order to ensure the autonomy of the process as well as its optimal performance towards higher stability and low scrap rates, which obviously leads to the reduction of production costs and to an increase in competitiveness. One of such variables, which have to be controlled in the milling process, is the flank wear on milling tools. The flank wear on such tools greatly influences the manufacturing process and especially the product quality. By reliably measuring the flank wear we can predict the lifetime of a tool and change it before it becomes completely worn out (or broken). Also, the measurement provides a way to reconfigure the process parameters,
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according to the current state of the tool (its real coordinates), in order to achieve the best performance of the manufacturing process, resulting in a product with the desired quality. By doing so, we minimize the number of interruptions in the manufacturing process, allowing an optimal allocation of resources when necessary (for example, to change the tool in the machine) and using each tool as long as possible. In this context, in the subproject for the control of the milling process in the SFB368 project, a Machine Vision System for Automated Tool Wear Control has been under development in the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Industrial Engineering (WZL) of the RWTH-Aachen, in particular, with application to the measurement of flank wear on milling tools. This kind of wear control is done nowadays through manual inspections, where the manufacturing processes must be stopped in order to allow the tool extraction and manual analysis with the help of a microscope. The experience of the operator will define the current state of the tool. The great problem of this solution is that it does not provide a very accurate measurement of the current state of the tool, resulting in a not reliable wear control. Also, the setup time required for this operation is too large, what is really undesired for an efficient production line. A Machine Vision System was chosen for this measurement purpose in order to attend to the characteristics of the milling process and in particular of machining process. For such processes, it is very difficult to have a real time measurement of the wear in the machine when we need a measurement instrument in contact with the tool, because of the high temperatures and extreme process conditions (like the presence of chips and cutting fluids) involved. Even in other applications in which no contact with the tool is needed (such as in laser measurement), the complexity and uncertainty associated with the system produce only a medium value for the tool wear. Besides, the wear classification is impossible with these systems. This makes image-processing a suitable solution for the problem. Machine Vision Systems are having more applicability in industry than ever before. The solutions for some hard to solve problems in the fields of pattern recognition, measurement and quality inspection by means of image-processing have already left the area of research to become integrated in systems which are already in use by many companies throughout the world. As a consequence of this increased use of this kind of solutions, the demand for even more complex systems, tuned to optimal performance, has already shown its importance and became a fact.



1.3. Objectives The project was developed at the WZL Institute, in the Metrology group of the chair for Metrology and Quality Control (MTQ) from September, 2002 to March, 2003. This document intends to cover and explain the problem of identifying, measuring and classifying cutting tools wear, in order to provide a good solution and feedback for an Autonomous Production Cell to update the configuration of its process parameters, according to the current state of the cutting tool, resulting in the improvement of the whole production system. To be able to apply such solutions to an Autonomous Production Cell, we should convert this measurement and classification tasks into an automatic solution, which
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could only be performed by utilizing a Machine Vision System, to be integrated into the machine tool. To achieve this goal, an image-processing system has to be developed, from the image acquisition to the final measurement and classification. As this is a research project, lots of experiments shall be done to achieve the best solution for this task. To allow this, the image-processing system should be flexible enough to permit some interchanging in its processing operations, so that many different experiences may be performed and a final solution may be found. For the measurement of the flank wear, the variable illumination incidence technique is necessary as flank wear is a surface defect. Cutting tools have metallic reflecting surfaces with an undefined micro-topography. Therefore any illumination will have disturbing effects on the image quality because of reflections and shadows on the surface. To handle the illumination problem, an image acquisition and pre-processing method based in multiple images acquisition from different illumination directions has to be developed.



Figure 1-2 – Multiple Image Acquisition and Pre-processing System.



The direction of illumination is varied, leading to an image series that is fused by a special software image optimizer. The resulting image has less critical illumination effects. The tool wear detection system developed up to now is working with a difference image algorithm (worn tool image – unworn tool image) to allow the detection of some occurring tool wear types (flank wear, breakage, micro breakage). The tool wear segmentation was achieved by means of pyramid-algorithms and snakes contour detection, working in the difference image. Finally a tool wear classification was designed, based on tool features analysis and neural networks evaluation – as well as a tool wear measurement. As important variables for process control, the flank wear (VB and VBmax) is measured. To structure the image-processing system and make it become more flexible, an image-processing chain should be created, to allow grouping the many different processing steps in a modular way, giving the desired flexibility and interchangeability required for the search of the best solution. The software generated for this purpose should keep all the interfaces that the MtqIP Framework (an especial interface for image-processing programming) already provide, to allow further compatibilities with old and new developed applications. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Figure 1-3 – Summary of all the image-processing steps’ procedures.



With the Machine Vision System created and the image-processing chain working to measure and classify the tool wear, two prototypes must be built to allow the final tests and verify the efficiency of this system: Prototype 1 – System for user based testing: Prototype 1 is built up to be a demonstrator. The mechanical part of this prototype has already been assembled; the final assembly of the image-processing tool is still to be done. This system can be used in the field of tool repairs and tool preparation and requires a lot of user interaction. It also will be used to test algorithms and parameters for algorithms. •



Figure 1-4 – Prototype 1: Demonstrator.



Prototype 2 – System for automatized machine tool integrated testing: Prototype 2 is built up to be a fully automated measuring device in a machine tool. The mechanical part of this prototype has already been built up, the communication and •
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control part has to be resolved, as well as the assembly of the image-processing application. In the machine, the tools are managed by means of a chain-magazine system. The measuring system is placed outside the machine tool (in the back part of the machine environment) and the tool transport to the measuring system is performed with a linear stage based system. The system will work intermitting the process, which means that the tool inspection takes place in the tool-magazine of a machine tool or user-supported during the machine setup. The transport and measurement systems have been constructed and are currently built up in hardware.



Figure 1-5 – Prototype 2: Mechanical Integration of the tool wear measurement system into the APC.



1.4. Project Methodology The project methodology adopted for the development of this system follows an already existent model used in the WZL institute (www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de), and is also used in the S2i – Intelligent Industrial Systems (http://s2i.das.ufsc.br) research group, from DAS – UFSC. This methodology was first based and derived from the unified software development process ([14]). This methodology is especially used for software development purposes, but can also be applied to the development of projects in other fields. It intends to divide the project and software engineering in very well distinct steps, in order to make easier the identification and correction of possible project problems, which could disturb its fast development. The methodology contain 7 steps to discuss the problem of development of a project, which are the following: • Project Proposal: the step where it is defined what will we do and what is expected with the implementation of the project; • Project Requirements for Development: the step where it is defined everything that the system must have to provide the desired performance and results detailed in the project proposal; Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Requirements Analysis: the step where it is defined how will be fulfilled the requirements mentioned in the previous step; • Modeling: the step where it is defined the system architecture, in order to provide the needed interface to test and accomplish all the system functions (operation modes detailed in the analysis step); • Implementation: step where all the previously documented information are joined to implement the system (in the case here, the software programming tasks); • Tests: step where it should be proved that the system works, by performing tests with the system interface, submitting it to work in critical conditions; • Final Documentation: step where the previously project documentation is updated with the modifications needed to be done during the implementation and tests steps. •



1.5. Tasks Schedule The main task of this end course project is to assemble the existing imageprocessing components to running prototypes, from the image series acquisition with a flexible illumination device to the wear measurement and classification. During the project, the following activities were developed: 1. Study and analysis of: a. The APC project (goals, motivation); b. The tool wear measurement and classification system (problem, imageprocessing algorithms); c. The Image-processing libraries (MtqLib, S2iLib). 2. Summary of the requirements and analysis of the system; 3. Concept for the implementation, modeling; 4. Implementation of a software driver for flexible illumination units control, using the CONTEC PO64T IO board for flexible switching of single LED’s; 5. Implementation of a software driver for image series acquisition using ImageNation PXC-200 framegrabber; 6. Assembly of the image-processing chain in the general MtqIP Framework; 7. Test the software modules in two different prototypes; 8. Documentation of the project. The time planning goes from 15th of September, 2002 to 31st of March, 2003. The implementation of the software is to be performed with use of the MtqLib and S2iLib image-processing libraries. A general framework for image processing is to be used also to keep exchangeability of single algorithms in the algorithm chain. The modeling will be done using UML; the implementation is performed with Visual C++ 6.0. The test will take place in the “ToolSpy” image-processing system (MFC application) of prototype 1. The Integration will be performed into a machine tool control object, which will control the measuring process.
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Figure 1-6 – Tasks Schedule for project development.



1.6. Organization of the Report This report is structured in seven chapters. A brief description of each chapter is given below, so the reader can get more familiar to the organization and topics discussed in the document. The first chapter gives a brief introduction about the project contents, inserting it in the context of a major project, describing the importance of the project, its objectives and implementation solutions. It also mentions the project methodology used to develop the solution, the tasks performed during the project development and a schedule illustrating the time dispended in each task for the accomplishment of the whole project. The second chapter explains a little about Manufacturing Processes, Cutting Tools and Tool Wear. It tries to bring the reader more familiar to this kind of manufacturing processes, in order to give him ways to better understand the need for the tool wear measurement and classification implementation and the benefits that it will result. The third chapter is about Autonomous Production Cells, in order to explain better what they really are and mention their relevance for the manufacturing world today, so that it can be better explained the need for this project in a major context. The fourth chapter introduces some relevant information about the Machine Monitoring technology used for the found solution. The Machine Vision technology is briefly commented to give the reader more basis for the project and solution understanding. The fifth chapter contains the main part of the project documentation. It describes the project hardware and details the Tool Wear Measuring software, following the methodology structure already presented. It comments about the project requirements, analyze it and provide a model for the system implementation. Some implementation and tests aspects are also covered. The sixth chapter gives the project results, mentioning the prototypes created for testing the software system and also the performance that the system achieved during these tests. The seventh and final chapter presents a final conclusion over the project and the results achieved. It is commented about future perspectives, where some ideas for new researches and implementations for future works are given. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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2. Manufacturing Processes, Cutting Tools, Tool Wear This chapter intends to discuss manufacturing processes technology, focusing on milling processes, emphasizing the study of cutting tools, the wear generated by the contact of these cutting tools with the raw material and the consequences of this wear, what turns the task of identifying and measuring the wear so important. It was based on references [2], [3], [23], [24], [25].



2.1. Manufacturing Processes There are a lot of different manufacturing processes nowadays. All of them intend to apply a specific treatment to some raw material, in order to give it a new desired shape. With this simple definition, we could classify and organize the most common manufacturing processes by the way that they treat with this material transformation in: • Mechanical Conformation Processes: these processes treat this material transformation tasks by means of thermical treatment and with application of high conformation forces to the raw material, in order to reach a new shape for it or just reorganize its molecular arrangement, to allow further processing. Some processes could be mentioned, like, Cold Conformation, Hot Conformation, Recuperation and Recristalization; • Cutting Processes: these processes transform the raw material by using cutting tools, which enter in contact with this material in such a way (high speed and temperatures) that part of it is removed, giving a special shape to the final product, with specific coordinates. These processes are going to be more commented soon; • Welding Processes: these processes intend to perform material transformations by means of creating joints, with the application of special joint material and high temperatures, giving extremely resistance for the end product. Some well known process could be mentioned, like, MIG, MAG and TIG Welding processes. The Cutting Processes have special importance because they are the main focus for this work, as long as it is been used as the pioneer process in the measurement and control of its cutting tools’ wear. These Cutting Processes can be divided into different subcategories, according to the way that the removal of material from the part is performed. They are also classified according the shape of the tools that are used to perform the material removal tasks (Defined and Non-Defined Geometry Tools). Here we mention the main groups: • Defined Geometry Tools: Turning, Drilling, Milling, Sawing, Pruning; • Non-Defined Geometry Tools: Rectifying, Lapidating; • Removing Processes: Chemical Removing, Thermical Removing, Electrochemical Removing. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Illustrations of drilling and milling processes are showed following:



Figure 2-1 – Illustration of Drilling and Milling Tools and Processes.



The drilling and milling processes, as most part of the Cutting Processes, occur in a very aggressive environment, with high cutting speeds, high temperature and heat flux, high tensing forces, chips and cutting fluids. The following illustrations give an idea of this environment, by presenting some temperature and forces distribution curves along the cutting tools and the material.



Figure 2-2 – Temperature curves distribution during Cutting Processes.
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Figure 2-3 - Hydro-static Tension curves distribution during Cutting Processes.



The variation of temperature and tensions in the parts and also in the cutting tools are directly associated to the types of existent wears. Something important to notice is that within the removal of material chips, great part of the thermical energy of the system is also removed, and goes with the chip. This diminishes a lot the wear of the cutting tools. Cutting fluids are used exactly with this intention, to reduce the temperatures in the cutting areas to reduce tool wear.



2.2. Cutting Tools Cutting tools are used by cutting processes in order to perform the removal of material from the parts, to reach a very well defined geometry for the end product. There are several different types of cutting tools designed and developed for application in cutting processes. These tools differ from one another according to the type of the cutting process, to the task to be executed in the selected cutting process, to their geometrical properties and, of special importance, to the characteristics of the material of which the tool is made. Depending on the material, the tool may be harder or even more resistant and have a determined attrition or heat transfer coefficient, which, in their turn, actively influence its resistance to wear. The next figures illustrate some of the existent tools used for milling and turning operations. The variety of shapes is infinity and many tools of the same family or group differ in their geometrical properties, but still they can be grouped according to their cutting functions.



Figure 2-4 – Tools applied in milling operations. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Figure 2-5 – Tools applied in turning and milling operations.



2.3. Tool Wear Depending on the cutting process, the cutting conditions and the duration of the process, the cutting tool is gradually worn. This wear should be inspected and controlled to avoid problems during the manufacturing processes. The next figure presents the two most common types of tool wear: the wear on the main surface of the tool (crater wear) and the wear on the surfaces of the flanks of the tool (flank wear).



Figure 2-6 – Types of wear on cutting tools.



The great focus of this work is to develop an automatic application for the measurement and classification of the flank wear in milling tools. For an effective control of the tool wear and to make a good update in the cutting parameters, it is needed, from the wear inspection, to retrieve some important values of the wear measurement, such as the flank wear distance VB, the maximum flank wear distance VBmax and the wear area Varea. As already mentioned, the aggressive environment in which the cutting processes occur cause and aggravate the wear in the cutting tools. Several factors simultaneously contribute to the tool wear process. The main factors, which cause wear on cutting tools, are listed below: • Flank damage due to extreme mechanical and thermical conditions during the cutting process;
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Mechanical abrasion; • Adhesion; • Diffusion; • Oxidation. We can see in the next figure how each factor contributes to the appearance of the wear in cutting tools, according to the generated temperatures on the cutting areas. •



Figure 2-7 – Main Causes of Tool Wear.



As the cutting speeds increase during the manufacturing process, also the temperature in the cutting areas increase together, what results in more tool wear. The following figure illustrates how different cutting speeds influence in tool wear. In the graphic we can identify three different areas: the first means the beginning of contact between tool and material, the second, is when great part of the wear occurs, due to the increase of temperatures, and the third, is the region where the wear is extremely increased due to extreme conditions. We can notice that a slower cutting speed results in lower wear of the tools (V1 < V2 < V3).



Figure 2-8 – Wear Intensity according to cutting speed in time.



The types of wear on cutting tools are classified in several groups depending on the cause of the wear and on how it affects the cutting tool and its properties Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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The following figure illustrates the most common types of tool wear:



Flank Wear



Crater Wear



Plastic Deformation



Notch Wear



Longitudinal and Transversal Cracks



Fatigue Break



Tool Break



False Edge



Figure 2-9 – Most common types of Tool Wear.



Although most of the modern factories present a high level of automatization, most of them still make use of manual methods for measuring tool wear. The operator, for example, uses some support equipment like a microscope or a magnifier to estimate the amount of wear on a cutting tool. This method, however, is not precise and is very subjective, which can lead to wrong estimations of the lifetime of the tool, which is the main reason why tool wear is measured. More about wear measuring techniques will be explained in chapter 4.
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3. Autonomous Production Cells – APC Due to a very demanding market, industries nowadays invest severely in the quality improvement of their final products, in order to satisfy all its customers. To compete and achieve a better piece of the market, industries must concentrate efforts to speed up the their production and, by the same time, provide a variety of different complex products. This task of speeding up production usually implies in reorganizing the industry production line, in order to allow it to work with higher independence degree, making the whole line to work over a large period of time automatically, without human supervision (as follows from [1], [3], [5]). This degree of independence is not such an easy thing to be reached, and deserves lots of time for hardware improvement and control software to be developed, because it deals with a great number of complex procedures, which take a lot of time and resources. Although the industries today already have a great automatization degree of their manufacturing processes, these are not really working together, in an automatic way, what can be seen by the great number of interruptions that still have to be done in order to perform setup and synchronization of operations. Facing this background, several research institutes affiliated to the Technical University (RWTH) in Aachen and specialized in different working fields, from classical mechanical engineering, process control, process planning, mechatronics, clamping and tensing technology, to working science, joined together in the collaborate research area 368 (Sonderforschungsbereich 368), promoted by the German Research Council (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft – DFG) for research on what they were to define as Autonomous Production Cells (APCs). The associated research covers integration aspects from production planning to sensor integration at the machine level for process monitoring. APCs, as they are defined by the SFB368, are collections of autonomous production hardware which deal with planning, machine control, user interface, clamping, materials handling and process-control by themselves in an integrated way, to allow a very high flexibility and independence degree for the machine manufacturing processes to operate. For the SFB368, two common processes in mechanical engineering have been selected for a more in depth study: the milling process and the laser welding process. These processes define all the working-fields of the subprojects of this collaborate research center.
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Figure 3-1 – Sub-projects in the collaborate research area SFB368.



In order to provide the APC with the needed manufacturing independence degree, some planning functions for the control of the manufacturing process sequences are needed. These functions provide all the required data and programs automatically, such as CAD draws and process plans, for this control to be performed. Although the machine control must be able to operate great part of the time autonomously, it is required to give the user some kind of interface, in order to allow him to interfere in the process when needed. In order to automatically increase the flexibility of the hardware and the number of different workpieces’ types to be manufactured, new material handling and clamping systems must be developed. New clamping media can be used, which passively adapts to the workpieces. Further machine integrated measuring systems are used to check the workpieces after the handling and monitor the manufacturing process. By feedback of the results to the planning functions, the handling of the corresponding workpieces can be adapted. The higher the request for processing in one machine is, the higher the number of products that present deviations from what is desired. In order to compensate this fact, measurements are made during processing and are compiled for controlling deviations, being feedbacked to the other manufacturing functions described (mainly planning and execution functions). The objective here is to allow the machine to react to process disturbances during the process as independently as possible, detecting them in the machine, the tool, the workpiece and the environment and acting to compensate them. In this sense, techniques and methods are being developed in order to analyze all relevant process parameters such as cutting forces, misalignments, impacts and electrical currents, for example. These parameters are used for the determination of process and machine statuses such as tool failure, process overloading, pattern and thermal misalignments. The reaction to the determined statuses can take place then via internal control compensation or by specific machine components. To accomplish this, suitable reaction mechanisms are integrated which enable the machine to resume or cancel processing after an interruption or after an error was detected. All the work done for the SFB368 project until now is currently oriented for research purposes. It cannot be immediately applied to the industrial field, because it still needs more Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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improvement time to reach the high independence and autonomous degree of machine operation.



3.1. Autonomy The goals of the APC research project are based on the definition of the term Autonomy, which has been subdivided into 3 main aspects: 1. Autonomy by integration of additional tasks; 2. Autonomy by failure tolerance; 3. Autonomy for the user. The next figure illustrates and summarizes what each concept mean. They will be better explained further on text.



Figure 3-2 – Concepts of Autonomy in the APC research.



1. Autonomy by integration of additional tasks: Autonomy by integration of additional tasks means to expand the machine capabilities, giving to its hardware the possibility to perform functionalities that were previously performed with the help of human users, or that were not done in an automatic way. The aim is to give the APC the ability to realize the complete manufacturing task, ideally from the unmachined part to the finished product, based only on CAD data, raw material and the necessary input data from process planning and processing orders. The realization of this part of autonomy requires the integration of expanded machine control functions, such as: • Planning functions, which generate geometry, technology and process data for the system control unit; • Extended assistance for the user; • Clamping and tensing functions, which allow the production cell to handle a wide spectrum of raw material and products automated on their own;
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Process-control-functions, which allow the production cell to detect and analyze failures in the process (process-announcements, tools, product) and generate reaction-strategies. •



2. Autonomy by failure tolerance: As autonomy by failure tolerance we should interpret as the ability of the system to execute, with a high independence degree, complex processes taking into account the possibility of occurring failures in the system, and reacting to these error states by applying failure tolerance strategies. Higher precision and failure tolerance can be achieved only if the limitations of classical mechanical components are overcome by their integration through electronic components and information processing systems. An APC, therefore, has to contain a higher number of intelligent sensors and actuators, able to communicate with one another and to send information to the machine control unit. In some cases, even the sensor or actuator can lead the corrective measure taken. 3. Autonomy for the user: One important task to be done is the user integration with the machine. The fact that the machine should perform its tasks with a very high independence degree does not mean that it should replace all human user operations by automatic operations. Better than that, the machine user is to be seen as a vital component of an APC. The APC provides powerful functions for realization and control of the manufacturing task in its internal structure. Therefore, the user-interface of an APC has to have an ergonomic design. The machine is supposed, in fact, to relieve the user as far as possible of routine activities and of interventions to the production processes, supporting him in his creativity and efficiency. Instead, he should be supported in planning and process-control tasks in a specific way. This means that the user must have permanent control of the process state at any time, so that an intervention in the planning and manufacturing sequence should always be possible.



3.2. Features of an APC Fulfilling these definitions of autonomy, an APC has the following features: • Essentially enlarged abilities by adding new modules in the fields of: planning, process control, user support and material handling; • Ability to complete a manufacturing process almost on its own, ideally from the raw material and construction data to the final product; • Autonomously working and changeable system from the users sight with a complete transparency of the process. These features impose a series of requirements to a number of components of the APC. Of particular interest for this end course project, as it deals with the measurement field (process monitoring – the result of the measurement must be given as feedback to the machine control system, so that it may take the proper action), we will analyze the requirements of APCs to the process monitoring in milling.
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3.3. Requirements to Process Monitoring in Milling Nowadays, intelligent programmable sensors with measuring, data acquisition, data processing and communication functionalities provide a very good platform for hardware and software modularization. The trend is to replace the centralized processing of measured data by distributed acquiring the data, computing it to obtain results and communicating the results over a network to other devices or a control unit. The achieved modularization makes large projects easier to handle and shortens the time to market of systems. Additionally, functionalities are easier to add, remove, configure or exchange. This is an important feature for an APC. The tool wear measurement system should be such a system when running on an intelligent camera with local processing power, as well as most of the process monitoring systems. In order to define the requirements to the process monitoring in milling, certain points of view must be taken into account, like the user, the overall control system and the hardware. The requirements are then defined: • Standardized interface: the process monitoring system must have a standardized interface already defined by the requirements to the integration of sensors and actuators; • Real-time requirement: the process monitoring system must not only provide correct and adequate results, but it also has to provide them within a certain time. In other words, the results must be available before a certain deadline; • Error handling (security): the process monitoring system must control itself and give a notification to the user when a failure occurs; • Flexible system: the user should be able to interact with the software system, by changing parameters and choosing specific algorithms. Besides, the user should be able to choose determined hardware components freely (like the camera or the illumination unit); • User support: the user should be supported in the system configuration and testing. All these requirements must be kept in mind in the development of the tool wear measurement system and applications that support it and implement its concept.
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4. Machine Monitoring through Machine Vision Systems Machine Monitoring is used nowadays especially in a preventive sense, in order to avoid bad products to be generated by the production line, improving the quality concept of the end products (as follows from [2], [3], [4], [6], [9]). This monitoring can be performed with the application of sensors into the manufacturing processes. These sensors retrieve a signal proportional to the variable that is under measurement and when processed by an intelligent component, this signal may be further used to inform about the current state of the process and to decide which action must be done to keep or to improve the system performance. The identification, measurement and control of tool wear in manufacturing processes, such as milling, is a good example of a Machine Monitoring application, which intend to improve the end-product’s quality by the improvement of the manufacturing process. There are lots of sensors that could be used to measure directly or indirectly the tool wear in milling processes, for example, touch sensors, laser sensors, acoustic sensors, temperature sensors, vibration sensors and many others. But the specific sensoring that will be focused in this document, and commented as the solution for the problem of automatic measurement of the tool wear for manufacturing processes will be the optical sensoring, applied through Machine Vision Systems. The purpose of this choice will also be presented.



4.1. Machine Monitoring Something important in Machine Monitoring is to correctly identify which process variables should be measured and by which means this should be done. Of course this is not something trivial to be done and it may vary according to the manufacturing process, the tool type in use, the current parameter configurations of the process and much more. To achieve the expected quality levels for the manufacturing process performance, all this variables must be continuously monitored, better saying, an on-line control of many different process variables must be performed, in order to receive a complete diagnostic of the system current state. An example of the already existent applications would be the measurement of the tool current state by means of its acoustic emission, using an acoustic sensor to read the acoustic signal that comes from the tool when the process occurs. Doing this, the system knows when a probable tool break is near to occur, and may prevent this to happen by changing some process operational parameters. Other applications, like measuring the power intensity of the tool applied to the part during the operation of the process, with use of a power sensor, may help to give an important feedback for the process improvement. Of course it may happen that a chosen sensor for the measurement of a specific variable is not the best solution for the task it must develop, or that the sensor does not fit Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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the environment in which it encounters, or even it is not very well calibrated or adjusted for the conditions in which it may have to work, what may result in measurement errors. That is why the task of finding the variables and the respective sensors to measure these variables is not such a simple task. Sometimes, better than applying specific and isolated measurements into the manufacturing processes, is applying a global monitoring system, in which many process variables may be monitored in the same time and processed by an intelligent system, resulting in a more elaborated feedback, which takes into account lots of different parameters to evaluate a final decision, reducing the error rates associated to the measurement of specific variables. The sensors used for monitoring tasks may be classified according to the type of the measurement done, into continuous or intermittent, or according to the signal that they generate, into direct or indirect sensors: • Continuous: the measurement is done during the manufacturing process, which allows the frequent update of the observed variable, making it possible to identify critical variations or emergency cases and provide a feedback to prevent problems; • Intermittent: the measurement is done before or after the manufacturing process, while the machine and the tool are not working. Usually, in this case, it generates a bigger setup time for the process, what makes the production costs to increase; • Direct: the measurement retrieves a proportional signal to the variable that is under measurement; • Indirect: the measurement retrieves a signal of a variable, and this signal must be processed and converted into a new signal to achieve the measurement of the variable in interest. When choosing a sensor for a measurement task, we should take into account some requirements, to avoid great measurement errors and the creation of too complex measurement systems: • Try to make the measurement very near to the process area, retrieving better measurement results; • Avoid interfering in the machine performance; • Avoid constraining the workspace area; • Allow an easy exchange and good maintenance with low costs; • Be able to resist to the working environment conditions, such as temperature and magnetic fields; • Be able to work independently of the tool or the produced part; • Retrieve a trustful measurement signal. Nowadays, there are already lots of sensors that incorporate more than just the simple task of measuring a specific variable. They are usually called “intelligent sensors“ and can also perform one or more of the following tasks: • Automatic Calibration: when the sensor can accomplish its self-calibration; • Signal Preprocessing: when the sensor is able to process the read signal and convert it to a proportional value of the desired variable before retrieving the signal; • Decision Taking: when the sensor can take decisions according to the measurement it has performed without having to consult the machine control system – for emergency purposes; Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Integration with other sensors: when the sensor is able to understand and combine other sensors signals to retrieve a more robust signal; • Learning Capabilities: when the sensor is able to learn with past operations, in order to improve its performance. •



4.2. Machine Vision Systems Among all the already mentioned sensors, one specific that have improved a lot in the last years and have a great range of applications, especially in the industrial fields, is the optical sensor, better known as a camera. There are a lot of different camera types nowadays, used for very different purposes. They are used and combined in what are called Machine Vision Systems. The reach for excellence in quality of products and services made especially the industrial sector to invest in a process technology, which guarantee 100% (or almost 100%) of its product’s/services’ quality. Great part of the created applications for quality control arises from the Machine Vision technology. Although this technology is not really very new, it had a great development and major application in the last decades, especially due to the computational and electronics development, and also with many researches in the Artificial Intelligence field and new Software Engineering techniques. The creation of organizations, specialized in quality control, that work to request for a minimum quality standard of the products that are sold in the market, resulted in a significant contribution for the rise and development of systems specialized in this area. Many different applications, using the Machine Vision technology, were developed and improved to provide quality control in the most varied applications and fields. These Machine Vision Systems integrate lots of different technology fields into an unique system: Illumination and Optical technology, Data and Image Acquisition technology, Signal Processing and Computational technology and also Automation and Control of systems. By comprehending multi-disciplinary fields, these Machine Vision Systems require of its developers enough knowledge in different fields, such as, Mathematics, Physics, Optics, Electronics, Informatics, Mechanics, Automation and Control of processes. These systems allow application in very different fields, which goes from the industrial field until the comfort of our own homes. Among the most common applications, some are mentioned: Quality Control, Rastreability, Security, Traffic Control and Home Office and Leisure. Many other applications may be created due to the great flexibility of the Machine Vision Systems.



4.2.1. Machine Vision System Model As already mentioned, the Machine Vision Systems integrate many different technologies into a unique system, which give great flexibility for the development of many different applications, by using optical sensors and Image-processing. To allow better understanding of the operation and behavior of a Machine Vision System, we may study it divided in parts. An illustration of a whole system may help to identify these different parts and how they work together to create a functional application: Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Figure 4-1 – Machine Vision System Architecture.



Now, we can define the architecture of a Machine Vision System with the following integrant parts: • Illumination and Optical System: responsible for the project of illumination, lenses, filters and prisms that should be applied to the region of interest; • Data and Image Acquisition System: responsible for the acquisition of data, which comes from the region of interest area, with the use of an optical sensor; • Data Transmission System: responsible for the exchange of information from the optical sensor to the processing system, and from the processing system to back to the region of interest (actuation system); • Processing System: responsible for the data digitalization, preprocessing and processing of the received information. Also responsible for providing a user interface and for the whole system control. More about Machine Vision and Image-processing Systems can be found in [2], [6], [8], [9], [10].



4.3. Why choosing the Machine Vision Technology In the case of milling processes, inspecting the tool wear is something essential, because the wear on such tools greatly influences the manufacturing process and especially product quality. By reliably measuring the flank wear we can predict the lifetime of a tool and change it before it becomes completely worn out (or broken). Also, the measurement provides a way to reconfigure the process parameters, according to the current state of the tool (its real coordinates), in order to achieve the best performance of the manufacturing process, resulting in a product with the desired quality. This kind of wear control is done nowadays through manual inspections, where the manufacturing processes must be stopped, in order to allow the tool extraction and manual analysis with the help of a microscope. The experience of the operator will define the current state of the tool. The great problem of this solution is that it does not provide a very accurate measurement of the current state of the tool, resulting in not such a good wear control. Also, the setup time required for this operation is too large, what is really undesired for an efficient production line.
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There are also other more sophisticated applications, which use, for example, touch and laser sensoring, but they do not fit a good solution for an automatic inspection, measurement and classification of the tool flank wear. In the case of the touch sensor, the measurement of the tool dimensions retrieves a very precise measurement of the tool current coordinates, but it must be done in a very clean and propitious environment. The problem is that the manufacturing environment is provided with very high temperatures and extreme process conditions, such as, the presence of chips and cutting fluids, what complicates the process of measuring by touch sensors. In the case of the laser inspection, no contact with the tool is needed, and the tool wear is measured indirectly by measuring the tool radius. This solution cannot be applied to every type of tool and gives not the precisely measurement of the tool wear, but an estimation, and cannot retrieve any classification of the wear type. A Machine Vision System was chosen for this measurement purposes in order to attend to the characteristics of the milling. For such processes, it is very difficult to have a real time measurement of the wear in the machine when we need a measurement instrument in contact with the tool, because of the extreme process conditions, as already explained. Even in other applications in which no contact with the tool is needed, the complexity and uncertainty associated with the system produce only a mean value for the tool. And the wear classification is impossible to be done with such systems. This makes image-processing a suitable solution for the problem. To perform the measurement and classification of the tool wear by means of a Machine Vision System, we make use of image-processing techniques. To allow the identification of the wear, we need to take pictures from the worn tool in such a way that the region of the wear is emphasized, and we can do it by means of applying the correct illumination techniques into the tool surfaces, so that the wear area is reflected by the light beams. The optical sensor holds all the information of the tool in an image format, and from this image can be extracted all the morphological parameters that characterize the tool wear. Nowadays the most part of the researches focus in the measurement of the flank wear of the tools, because this type of wear can be identified from the analysis of one surface of the tool, better saying, the information of the wear measurement can be extracted from a 2D image. But there are already some researches been done for the inspection of the crater wear, which are based in some 3D image acquisition techniques (because the crater wear is measured by the inspection of the depth of the wear). Machine Vision Systems are having more applicability in industry than ever before. The solutions for some hard to solve problems in the fields of pattern recognition, measurement and quality inspection by means of image-processing have already left the area of research to become integrated in systems which are already in use by many companies throughout the world. As a consequence of this increased use of this kind of solutions, the demand for even more complex systems, tuned to optimal performance, has already shown its importance and became a fact.
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5. Tool Wear Classification and Measurement System The development of the Machine Vision System proceeds with the development of the image-processing software and with the assembling and development of the illumination and acquisition hardware. The hardware configuration that integrate the Machine Vision System is first presented, so that the reader can be more familiarized with the parameters that the systems will be leading with, and how the automatic inspection system should work. An image-processing software for the automatic wear inspection is created and its development will be next presented, following the steps of the project methodology, previously mentioned.



5.1. Machine Vision System Hardware Components The Machine Vision System intends to perform a series of image-processing steps, from the image acquisition, until the evaluation of the wear type and its measurement. Two prototypes were built to give support to the Machine Vision System work: the first, which provides support for just one camera and is composed by a bigger semi-spherical illumination kit will be used just for experiments and demonstrations, and the second, that supports two cameras and two smaller illumination kits that shall be used into the machine tool area.



Figure 5-1 – First and second prototypes, respectively.
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This system will be installed inside the machine tool, in its back area. To allow the tools image acquisition, a whole transportation system was created for the manipulation of the tools from the machine tool magazine, until the image-processing system. The hardware system shall take care of the clamping and transportation tasks, by using a pneumatic gripper controlled by a Moeller Digital Output CANopen module, three axis, CANopen controllers provided by Maccon Company (to control the stepping motors positioning) and other CANopen hardware for the interface with a PC.



Figure 5-2 – Machine Tool, Tool Transportation System and Machine Vision Measurement Station Areas.



This transportation system will make use of the gripper to clamp the tool in the machine tool magazine, after the manufacturing process, and by the movement of three step motors (controlled by CANopen controllers, that move three different transportation axis) this gripper will be lead into the Machine Vision System area, in the machine rear area.



Figure 5-3 – Transportation System, Gripper and Measurement Station, respectively.



The Machine Vision System is composed of two CCD cameras with two illumination kits, each composed of a matrix of red LEDs.
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Figure 5-4 – Prototype 2 inside the Machine Tool back area.



This is made to allow inspecting the tool cutting edge from two different perspectives., as shown in the illustration.



Figure 5-5 – Different perspectives’ inspection of the same milling tool cutting edge – frontal and upper.



This clamping and transportation system is responsible to move the tools until the Machine Vision System station and place it with the exact coordinates, in order to achieve a good focus for the tool image acquisition. These coordinates can be obtained with the central controller of the machine tool, which has a database where many manufacturing parameters for the processing are stored. Once the tool has been correctly positioned into the Machine Vision System, the image-processing process can start to work. Some details about the hardware of the Machine Vision System will be mentioned, like some technical specifications. A better focus will be given to the developed illumination kits and the varying illumination technique.
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5.1.1. Illumination and Optical System The optical part of the system consists of some special lenses, that are connected to the CCD cameras by using some extensors, in order to achieve the desired magnification in the tool wear area. Also, for the inspection of the second tool cutting edge, a mirror is used to deflect the illumination light beams correctly from the tool edge to the camera sensor. The illumination consists of a matrix of LEDs, structured in a semi-spherical shape, that allow the variation of the illumination direction by varying the order that the light beams are turned on. Next follows some specifications about each prototype hardware configurations, in what matters the illumination and optical systems.



5.1.1.1. Lenses and Mirrors Different lenses and tube extensors are used in the two prototypes. For the first prototype, it is used a 50 mm lens, model Cmt-M42, from Schneider – Kreuznach (www.schneideroptics.com) and a set of extensors tubes, from Pentax (www.pentax.com).



Figure 5-6 – 50 mm Schneider – Kreuznach lens and set of Pentax Extensor Tubes.



The set of tube extensors is used to achieve the desired magnification in the tool wear area, to allow the extraction of the needed wear features from the tool image. This set of tubes counts with two tubes of 40 mm, one tube of 20 mm and one tube of 10 mm. In total, the distance between the CCD sensor and the lens is of 160 mm (counting the 50 mm from the own lens optics). For the second prototype, it is used a 75 mm lens, from Tamron (www.tamron.com), but the set of tubes (also from Pentax) has not been defined yet. A mirror is also used with this prototype to allow the acquisition of images from another tool perspective with the second camera. The mirror has an inclination of exactly 45º degrees with the camera acquisition direction.
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Figure 5-7 – 75 mm Tamron lens and 45º inclination mirror for second camera image acquisition.



5.1.1.2. Illumination The illumination kits built for the prototypes are a little bit different, but both work with the same illumination variation technique. For the first prototype, a semi-spherical metal structure was built to accommodate an arrangement of 64 LEDs. This “dome“ of LEDs is disposed in four rings with four different angle inclinations: 0º (frontal to object face), 30º, 60º and 90º (perpendicular to object face).



Figure 5-8 – Semi-spherical metal structure of the first prototype.



For the second prototype, two smaller illumination kits were built, with also some spherical shape. Each illumination kit consists of an arrangement of 32 LEDs, disposed a little bit different from the first prototype illumination kit: there is just one complete ring of 16 LEDs, which is frontal to the object face (0º) and more two half rings of 8 LEDs with 30º and 60º inclination.
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Figure 5-9 – Semi-spherical metal structure of the second prototype.



With such arrangement of LEDs in this semi-spherical shape, it is possible to apply some variable illumination techniques to the tool face, in order to extract better images from the whole wear area. The idea in varying the illumination is to grab a sequence of images of the same object, but with different angles of illumination, which will lead to a series of different snapshots, each one focusing an specific part of the whole image, where the illumination was better projected. After this is made, it is now possible to apply an algorithm through these images to extract from each the best part of it, better saying, to build up a new optimized image extracting the good image parts of all the grabbed image sequence with varied illumination.



5.1.1.2.1. Illumination IO control board The illumination kits perform the varying illumination technique by varying the incidence direction of the LEDs light beams in time. To perform a synchronous control of the illumination, an IO board and a control driver are required. The IO board used for the project is the PO64T, from Contec Company (www.contec.com). This board contains 64 TTL output channels, each one to control a specific LED component of the illumination kits. These 64 output channels are combined in 8 output ports of 8 bits each.



Figure 5-10 – The PO64T IO Board from Contec Company.
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The dome of LEDs were connected and are initialized by the software control driver in the following manner: • For the first prototype, each ring of the dome structure is controlled by two output ports (16 bits for 16 LEDs of a whole ring):



Figure 5-11 – Illustration of the LEDs configuration for the first prototype illumination kit.



For the second prototype, the first 4 output ports control one illumination kit and the last 4 ports control the other, with a different scheme: •



Figure 5-12 – Illustration of the LEDs configuration for the second prototype illumination kit.



5.1.1.2.2. Illumination Types With the illumination control driver and all the set of LEDs initialized correctly, there are some types of illumination that can be created for tests with the worn tools, by turning on a specific set of LEDs, according to their azimuth and elevation angles. The basic illumination types developed are ring, line, angle and punctual illumination.



Figure 5-13 – Illustration of Ring, Line, Angle and Punctual illuminations in the first prototype. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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5.1.2. Image Acquisition System The Image Acquisition System is composed by CCD camera sensors and a framegrabber board that supports image acquisition control for up to four different cameras. The data transference interface is done by a Hirose cable, which provide also power supply for the cameras coming from the framegrabber.



5.1.2.1. Cameras The cameras used for the capture of images in both prototypes are CCD Monochrome cameras, the RJM JenaCam15, model XC-75CE, manufactured by Sony (www.sony.com).



Figure 5-14 – The RJM JenaCam15, from Sony.



They support BNC and Hirose cable data transference interface, and receive power supply from the framegrabber, in the same data transference cable. They have also a simple 3 level manual control of the acquisition gain.



5.1.2.2. Framegrabber The framegrabber used for the project is the PXC200A Color Framegrabber, from Imagenation Technology (www.imagenation.com).



Figure 5-15 – The PXC200A Color Framegrabber from Imagenation Technology.
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This framegrabber supports the NTSC, PAL, SECAM and S-video input video formats generating output in colored (YcrCb 4:2:2 and 4:1:1 and RGB 32, 24, 16, 15) or Monochrome (Monochrome Y8) formats. It provides a camera supply of 12 VDC, 500 mA. It has four channels four camera input and more eight IO channels for trigger input, strobe output and common IO tasks. It works with a PCI interface in the following platforms: Win 95, 98, ME, Win NT, 2000, XP. May be programmed with the C, C++ and Visual Basic languages.



5.2. Development of the Image-processing Software The software developed for the automatic tool wear measurement and classification is based in a vision-oriented programming interface existent in the WZL institute. This interface is called MtqIP Framework, which supports the creation of quick Machine Vision applications by the development of image-processing chains, where a Manager object coordinate lots of image-processing Steps (algorithms), providing a flexible way to reach different final solutions by changing the order of the image-processing steps’ application. The software development steps will now be presented following the methodology mentioned in the first chapter.



5.2.1. Project Proposal The software system must perform a series of image-processing steps to achieve its main goal: it should handle the image acquisition (multiple image acquisition, according to a varying illumination), and then many image-processing steps, like detection of the region of interest and features extraction, to allow the classification and measurement of the wear and return the desired information to allow parameter optimizations for the manufacturing system. As new hardware for the project was acquired, in the first steps, some drivers for the control of the devices must be implemented. A new illumination kit must be finished for image optimization purposes. The control driver for the illumination kit and the acquisition unit (framegrabber and camera) should be developed, providing a way for them to work synchronously, creating an automated acquisition module. Second, related to the imageprocessing chain, software should be developed, from the image acquisition, to the classification and measurement of the tool wear, utilizing the framework already existent in the WZL software libraries. Third, a prototype integrating the software and hardware parts should be assembled and installed in a machine tool for tests. The results expected are that until the end of this project, we can have already a functional prototype working on the machine tool, that will be able to manipulate the tools and identify correctly the type of tool wear and measure it, allowing the optimization of the production parameters for this machine.
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5.2.2. Project Requirements for Development The main objective of this software part is to develop an image-processing chain, to allow the automated inspection, measurement and classification of tool wear by a Vision System. This chain consists of a series of software modules, called Steps, where each step corresponds to a specific image-processing type. The chain receives in its input the images of the tool got from the acquisition module and the pattern image, an unworn tool image got from a database. In its output, the chain must return the classification type of the wear and the measurement of it. This image-processing chain should be programmed according to a framework interface already provided by the WZL software library, to allow future expansions and interactions with other software and application modules.



5.2.2.1. Current Situation Today there is already available a framework called MtqIP Framework, in which many software modules have already been developed, and hold an specific interface for the development of hardware control drivers and new Machine Vision applications, what should allow a good speed up in the software development. A prototype similar to the one this project intends to develop has already been tested before. But now, all the acquisition hardware (illumination kit, optical system, framegrabber) has been changed, what implies in the development of new control drivers for this hardware, keeping the old interface. Also some of the steps from the image-processing chain have already been developed for some similar purposes, and can be revised, reused and improved for this new implementation. Great part of the algorithms that will be used along the image-processing chain were already developed by previous works in the same area, and they may be adapted to work with the interface of the image-processing steps. Some of them can already be mentioned: • Preprocessing Algorithms: the Grey Image Optimizer and the Matching algorithm; • Detection Algorithms: Pyramid and Snakes segmentation algorithms for contour detection; • Feature Extraction Algorithms: Fast Fourier Transform algorithm; • Classification Algorithms: Neural Networks algorithm for classification purposes; • Measurement Algorithms: Wear Measurement Algorithms by pixel counting. Also, a Database module is being created parallel to the development of this project, and shall be attached in the end to the project. In this database will be stored all the relevant information for the correct operation of the system, like, pattern images, algorithm parameters and tool specifications.
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5.2.2.2. Requirements To describe all the requirements desired for the correct operation of the system, a table has been developed above, to classify each requirement according its priority for the system. This degree classification is organized in the following manner: • High: this requirement is essential for the correct functionality of the system, and must be implemented; • Medium: this requirement is important and improves the quality of the system, but not essential for the end purposes. This requirement is not implemented when there is not enough time to perform it; • Low: this requirement usually improves the system quality, but has no much influence in the system final results. It is implemented only when there is time for it. i



Priority



Description



01



High



02



High



03



High



04



High



05



High



06



High



07



Medium



08 09



Medium High



10



Low



11



High



12



High



13



High



Development of an image-processing chain, to allow the tool wear measurement and classification, following the MtqIP Framework interface already provided in the WZL software library, to allow compatibility with other already developed applications The system must be able to acquire information of a specific tool from a database, such as, its pattern image, positioning coordinates and imageprocessing parameters. Each step of the image-processing chain should be considered and programmed as a module, to allow its reusability and insertion in the chain at any desired position The results of the image-processing operations (results of each step) should be kept by the system to allow further visualization on computer screen Development of a new image acquisition control driver for the new hardware (framegrabber, optical system), keeping the interfaces that already exist for these hardware The acquisition module must be able to acquire single images and multiple images (gray images, in different storage formats), allowing to store them into image vectors The acquisition module should warn the application when a new image is already grabbed, for screen update purposes The acquisition module should allow live acquisition mode The acquisition module must allow image acquisition with more than one camera The single or multiple acquired images should be able to be stored in any available media connected to the system – local or network medias Development of a new illumination control driver for the variable illumination kit, keeping the interfaces that already exist for these hardware The acquisition module and the illumination module must work synchronously Creation of a simple application (DOS application, without image
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14



Medium



15



High



16



High



17



Low



visualization, only storage) to test the image-processing chain with the first hardware prototype Creation of a more elaborated application to be installed and tested within the machine tool The system must be compatible with the Windows NT and 2000 platforms The system should manage memory allocation and deallocation to allow a better performance of the whole system The system should keep a “state file” to track its last state of operation in case a failure occurs (power shut down, for example) and return to the last good state



5.2.3. Requirements Analysis Now the previous mentioned project requirements are analyzed one by one, in order to explain the real need of these arguments to make the whole system to work correctly. 1. Development of an image-processing chain, to allow the tool wear measurement and classification, following the MtqIP Framework interface already provided in the WZL software library. The main objective of the Vision System is to measure and classify the tool wear of the machine tools. We decided, then, to develop a system that is able to identify the wear of the tool by extracting a picture from it, and processing this picture, we can get to good enough results to allow us to return a precise measurement of the wear. To provide the system more flexibility and modularity, we decided to create a chain of image-processing, so all the processing that should be applied to the tool images can be divided and structured according to its similarities and its functionalities. By doing so, we also allow the interchange between the processing steps in the processing chain, making it possible to run the steps in different ways, and experience a different result, in order to find the best solution for the final measurement. A similar system utilizing this kind of processing chain has already been developed in WZL and may help to speed up the development of this one. These image-processing steps must be programmed following an interface that already exists in the WZL software library, the MtqIP Framework, in order to keep compatibility with other developed applications. Each step of this chain will be derived from a base (interface) class named MtqIPStep, which is intended to carry a specific algorithm needed for the integration of modular imageprocessing Step Sets. The MtqIP Framework is structured in the following manner:



Figure 5-16 – The MtqIP Framework Image-processing chain structure.
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The whole processing chain is managed by an instance of the MtqIPManager class, which gives the interface for the chain control and organizes a series of MtqIPStepSet, which in its part, join and configure the various different image-processing steps. More about the interface provided by the MtqIPManager is explained in the end of this analysis. The Step Sets needed for the development of the final measurement and classification of the tool wear are showed as the following:



Figure 5-17 – Organization of the Image-processing chain according to the Step Sets’ functionalities.



Each Step Set configures a set of Steps, which perform relevant tasks for that specific Step Set type. For example, the Image Acquisition Step Set manages the Single and the Multiple Acquisition Steps and also the Database Access Step. To allow the interchange of data between all the steps of the chain, the MtqIP Framework provides other two classes that help in the storage and exchange of data for the process: the MtqIPCargo and the MtqIPCargoItem.



Figure 5-18 – The MtqIP Framework storage structure.



An instance of the MtqIPCargo will be used to keep a common interface for data storage for all the processing steps of the chain. The only requirement is that each step stores its important results in the cargo instance as instances derived from the MtqIPCargoItem class, in order to keep the same data access interface to the cargo for the entire image-processing steps. More about the interface provided by the MtqIPCargo is explained in the end of this analysis. With the Image-processing chain and storage structures defined, we can now define the flow of tasks in the chain, applying tasks to specific Steps in a modular way and attaching them to their respective Step Set type. The following flowchart illustrates the flow sequence of tasks between Steps and Step Sets in the Image-processing chain defined by MtqIP Framework:
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Figure 5-19 – The Image-processing chain, containing all Step Sets and Steps, the Cargo instance with the Cargo Items, and the flow of tasks.



One thing to keep in mind is that, these six Step Sets showed above were thought as been the most important ones to attend the whole chain functionality. But as the measurement process through this method is still in a research phase, some more steps sets may be added or changed in order to fulfill the requirements for the best solution found. Fortunately, the MtqIP Framework has enough flexibility for the insertion or removal of Steps and Step Sets, according to the needs of the Image-processing flow. A more detailed explanation of each Step Set task will be explained now. Further details about the Steps functionalities and all the algorithms used for the whole Imageprocessing chain to work are given in the end of the analysis.  Image Acquisition Step Set: This Step Set must care for the control of image acquisition with varying illumination techniques. Images must be grabbed and stored in different storage formats, and also, it should be possible to keep them grouped as image vectors, for further optimization purposes. The acquisition and illumination hardware must work synchronously and as fast as possible. Due to this requirement, an acquisition class (FlexibleAcquisition) will be created to integrate both functionalities, providing a simple interface for its use (Initialization, single acquisition, multiple acquisition, pattern acquisition, ...). Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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This Step Set is also responsible for the acquisition of a pattern image from the unworn tool. The Flexible Acquisition class should support also an interface for this pattern image acquisition, by making access to a database in a fixed or removable disk of the system. The varying illumination technique will lead the class to handle some different illumination combinations, such as ring, line, angle or punctual illumination. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Database Image Access Step; • Single Image Acquisition Step; • Multiple Image Acquisition Step.  Pre-processing Step Set: This step set must care for the pre-processing of the acquired data, better saying, it should perform some processing into the acquired images, in order to become possible the further task of detecting the wear area. The Step Set treats this problem by first aligning the worn and the pattern images from the tool and comparing them, by using a difference algorithm, what should result in a new image, where the wear area is magnified and some noise in the image is still present. That is why a final cleaning is needed, to assure that only the desired region of interest (wear area) remains from the pre-processing Step Set, making it easier to be detected by the next Step Set. One important thing done by this Step Set is also the creation of an optimized image, by applying an optimization algorithm in the image vectors generated by the previous Step Set. The output-generated image is a combination of all the best parts of each image from the image vector according to the variation of illumination in each one. This is the image that will be used for the alignment and comparison tasks with the pattern image. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Grey Image Optimization Step; • Edge Lines Detection Step; • Matching & Difference Step; • Image Cleaning Step.  Detection Step Set: This Step Set cares about detecting the region of interest of the image, that is, the wear area. It does it by applying some segmentation algorithms to the cleaned image generated in the previous Step Set. This segmentation intends to completely isolate the remaining wear area from the background of the image, allowing us now to work with a smaller image, that contains just the wear area. From this segmented image is possible to identify the contour of the wear area, and this contour is held in a vector of points representation, for further processing. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Pyramid Segmentation Step; • Snakes Segmentation and Contour Detection Step.  Feature Extraction Step Set: This Step Set makes use of the contours generated in the previous Step Set, transforming it into a different contour representation. This is needed because the amount of Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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information (number of points) in the wear contour is too big, turning the wear classification process too difficult. By applying a Fast Fourier Transform in a periodical signal (an enclosed contour), we can reach a new representation for the same contour, but based in the frequency domain, what minimizes considerably the amount of information. Indeed, this feature extraction operation is needed to allow the classification process. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Fast Fourier Transform Step; • Contour Feature Extractor Step; • Surface Feature Extractor Step.  Classification Step Set: This Step Set cares about the classification of the tool wear, for example, in Flank Wear or Tool Brake. It makes use of the previous frequency representation of the wear contour to perform this classification step, through a neural network algorithm, which is responsible for the final classification. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Neural Network Classification Step.  Measurement Step Set: This Step Set evaluates the measurement of the tool wear through the analysis of the segmented image and the wear contours already provided by previous steps. It retrieves the VB, VB max and Varea values as final results. The set of Steps manipulated by this Step Set would be: • Wear Measurement Step. 2. The system must be able to acquire information of a specific tool from a database, such as, its pattern image, positioning coordinates and image-processing parameters. In order to allow the processing of the worn tool image by the image-processing chain, we must feed it with a lot of information referent to this specific tool. All these information should be kept safe in a database, with easy access, so the system can extract all the information it needs when necessary. For example, to allow the sequence of image-processing steps to be done, it is necessary, in the beginning, to compare the acquired image from the camera to a pattern image (from a unworn tool), to allow the detection of the region of interest in the image (the wear). So, it is necessary to store a pattern image from all the used tools of the machine somewhere, in a fixed or removable drive of the system. Of course, this pattern image must have the same dimensions of the future acquired images, to allow the image comparisons. This database access functionality is going to be performed as an integrant step from the Image Acquisition Step Set, using a database module interface (MtqToolDatabaseAPI). It will allow storing and retrieving information from the hard disk every time that a new tool model is to be processed, loading its positioning coordinates and many image-processing parameters that best fit for the processing of that specific tool. If a new tool is to be inserted
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into the machine, we may first perform acquisition of pattern images from this tool, before using it, and store in the database with all the other needed parameters. 3. Each step of the image-processing chain should be considered and programmed as a module, to allow its reusability and insertion in the chain at any desired position. Each step in the chain keep a common interface with the MtqIP Framework, what guarantees that the step works as it was a separated module (as a separate process, with entries and outputs), because its position in the processing chain can be interchanged to better fulfill the final results. The MtqIPCargo helps this task because it keeps all the results needed for the whole chain, giving access to all data for all the chain steps in a common way. Of course some steps need some entries that correspond to an output of another step, what make their correct positioning dependent. 4. The results of the image-processing operations (results of each step) should be kept by the system to allow further visualization on computer screen. This is possible to be done making use of the common interface of the MtqIPCargo class, which helps providing a common interface to store, keep and exchange important data resulted from each step processing. So, all the results created by the steps will be stored safe in an MtqIPCargo instance, to allow further results visualization. For example, the last two steps of the chain is where the measurement and classification of the tool wear are done, stored and returned as outputs of the whole system. Any application that may come to be developed will have access to these important final results just by making access to the cargo data and requiring for these specific data. 5. Development of a new image acquisition control driver for the new hardware (framegrabber, optical system), keeping the interfaces that already exist for this hardware. New hardware for the project development was acquired, what asks for the development of new control drivers for this hardware. The new framegrabber (PXC200 color framegrabber from Imagenation Company – [18]) allows black and white (8 bit gray tones) and colored acquisition for until 4 cameras and already provides power supply for one camera. The driver development for this framegrabber must follow the interface provided by the MtqIP Framework, the MtqIP_Grabber. A base class is already defined for the implementation of the driver, the MtqGrabber class. From this class will be derived the MtqPXC200Grabber class, herding all its interface and functionalities, as for example, single image acquisition, live acquisition, camera selection, initialization and so on.
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Figure 5-20 – IP_Grabber capture classes structure.



6. The acquisition module must be able to acquire single images and multiple images (gray images, in different storage formats), allowing storing them into image vectors. The PXC200 framegrabber allows black and white and colored image acquisitions. Utilizing the MtqIP_Image interface, we can provide ways to store the acquired images in different storage formats, as for example, in the BMP, TIFF, GIF, GIS formats. It is important that the system provides a way of grabbing a sequence of images of the worn tool, to allow the building of an optimized image for the image-processing chain. This series of images shall be stored into an image vector, and requires that both acquisition and illumination hardware work synchronously to get these images of the same object with varied illumination. This is the task of the first step of the processing chain, the Acquisition Step. 7. The acquisition module should warn the application when a new image is already grabbed, for screen update purposes. When an image is asked for the acquisition module, the system triggers the grabber, which performs the acquisition. And when the acquisition and storage are finished, the application should be warned that the image is already there for manipulation, to continue the processing chain. This is done by a callback function method, which the application should register in the initialization of the acquisition module. 8. The acquisition module should allow live acquisition mode. The live acquisition mode does not have great importance for this application, since single static images are already good enough for the purpose. But the live mode helps when it is needed to configure the prototype, allowing visual adjustment of the focus of the cameras to grab the best images. The live mode is nothing more than a continuous grab mode working “forever”, with constant actualization of the images to the user screen. 9. The acquisition module must allow image acquisition with more than one camera. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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This is need because the project intends to develop a prototype that uses two cameras in the same time, allowing the analysis of two different sights of the tool edge in the same processing flow. The PXC200 framegrabber chosen for the project accepts the use of until 4 cameras in the same time. It is a task for the control driver of this device, to provide a way to manipulate at least two cameras in the system. The programming tasks of the image-processing chain will take account of this possibility of acquiring images from two different source cameras. By doing so, the acquisition, storage and processing of these images will happen in a serialized way, because the grabber is not able to manage both acquisitions in the same time. It must acquire the first image with the first camera, change the acquisition channel for the second camera, and then continue with the second acquisition. This implies in the creation of two instances of the MtqIPCargo class, to store the results of the processing of both cutting edges of the tool during the run of the imageprocessing chain.



Figure 5-21 – Two different Image-processing chain flows for the inspection of two different cutting edge sights.



10. The single or multiple acquired images should be able to be stored in any available media connected to the system – local or network medias. It is desired for the acquisition system that it allows the storage of its results (single or multiple images) in any different media attached to the system, be it a hard or removable disk, local or with network access, just by passing a string with the desired path location. This would allow the acquisition of pattern images in a specific prototype and the storage in the correct database in another location for the machine tool. The MtqLib already provides ways of storing images with such method. 11. Development of a new illumination control driver for the variable illumination kit, keeping the interfaces that already exist for this hardware and providing different illumination operation modes. The illumination variation technique is one of the secrets for this project to have success in the measurement and classification of the tool wear. All the development of a Vision System should be started by the optical and illumination parts of the system, in order to verify the availability of the solution. When a good illumination is not achieved for the system, it probably may not be possible to achieve a good solution, and sometimes, because of the illumination, a whole project must be discarded.
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The idea in varying the illumination is to grab a sequence of images of the same object, but with different angles of illumination, which will lead to a series of different snapshots, each one focusing a specific part of the whole image, where the illumination was better projected. After this is made, it is now possible to apply an algorithm through these images to extract from each the best part of it, better saying, to build up a new optimized image extracting the good image parts of all the grabbed image sequence with varied illumination.



Figure 5-22 – Series of images from different snapshots, according to illumination variation, and the result in the Optimized Grey Image.



As this was already tested before with a different illumination kit, an interface for the development of the illumination control driver already exists in the MtqIP Framework, the Mtq_Illumination. It consists in a base class (MtqIllumination) that initializes a vector or a matrix of light sources (MtqLightSource), which are nothing more than LEDs.



Figure 5-23 - IP_Illumination classes structure.



The control driver will allow specific illumination projections, such as ring, line, angle or punctual illumination, by the variation of the LEDs light beams’ direction, working synchronously with the acquisition module to project the light in the object surface and grab the image in the fastest possible way.
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12. The acquisition module and the illumination module must work synchronously. To allow the acquisition of a sequence or a vector of images of the same object with varying illumination, it is necessary that both acquisition and illumination modules work synchronously. This will be achieved with the creation of a class (FlexibleAcquisition) that incorporates both functions, keeping an easy and user-friendly interface. This class would initialize both drivers and provide an easy interface such as RingAcquisition(), or LineAcquisition() for the image sequence acquisition. 13. Creation of a simple application (DOS application, without image visualization, only storage) to test the image-processing chain with the first hardware prototype. In the first moments, while the image-processing steps are been created, it is good to have a simple application to allow testing the operation of the algorithms and also for debugging purposes. It will be simple enough in order to save time in its creation and development. The image results may be stored in the hard disk when needed for visualization. 14. Creation of a more elaborated application to be installed and tested within the machine tool. After the test of the prototype with the simple application, a better application may be needed for assembling the final version in the machine tool. This application will allow image visualization of all step results, and give the user more power to configure the imageprocessing chain. A demo application to run all this system should be created, using the interfaces of the main classes: the MtqIPManager (that gives access and control to all the imageprocessing chain functions) and the MtqIPCargo (that gives access to storage and manipulation of input and output variables needed for the system functionality). It is probable that other applications already developed may be used for this purpose. 15. The system must be compatible with the Windows NT and 2000 platforms. These are the most common working platforms used by the WZL software library, so it should be compatible to it. All the hardware selected to the project is compatible with these platforms. 16. The system should manage memory allocation and deallocation to allow a better performance of the whole system. For the purpose of better use of the computer resources, all the images acquired and stored should be handled with dynamic memory allocation, to save memory space until the time it will really be needed.
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17. The system should keep a “state file” to track its last state of operation in case a failure occurs (power shut down, for example) and return to the last good state. To avoid losing information of the current state of the system due to some specific failure, such as a power shut down, a state file could help in storing the important data and state of the system, so that when it reinitializes, it assumes the previous state it had left.



5.2.3.1. Analysis of the Image-processing Steps Development Here is given a more detailed explanation about each step’s functionality, detailing the algorithms and techniques used by each one to perform the processing.



5.2.3.1.1. Image Acquisition Steps



Figure 5-24 – Image Acquisition Step Set IO and its integrant Steps.



 Database Image Acquisition Step The Database Image Acquisition Step is responsible for acquiring the tool pattern image, by making access to an especial database, in order to allow further comparison operations between the pattern and the worn images.



Figure 5-25 – Illustration of a Pattern Image of a turning tool (model VBMT 16 04 04 UM 4025) from Sandvik – Coromant Company



The access to this especial database is made by the MtqToolDatabaseAPI class. The MtqFlexibleAcquisition instance gives an interface to handle with the MtqToolDatabaseAPI class in a very easy way. The Image-processing control flux must be informed, so that the correct pattern image for that flux can be acquired (there are two different Image-processing flows, for two different cameras of the system, respectively).
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Other important information for the tool inspection can be reached by accessing this database, such as, the positioning coordinates of the cameras and illumination of the Vision System to get a good focus for the tool image acquisitions, the type of illumination that best fits for the tool inspection and some Image-processing parameters. In the end of this step, the pattern image is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPImage instance.  Multiple Image Acquisition Step The Multiple Image Acquisition Step is responsible for acquiring a sequence of images from the worn tool, synchronizing the illumination application with the image grabbing service. In this step, we first initialize the MtqFlexibleAcquisition instance, loading all the drivers needed for the illumination and grabber functionalities. Then we choose an Imageprocessing flux control, by choosing the correct operational camera for the system. The last thing to be done is to choose the correct illumination type for the image acquisition. It could be a ring, line, angle or punctual illumination. All this control information is passed through the Run() interface function from the MtqIPManager interface as arguments. With the drivers loaded, the control flux and illumination type chosen, the image acquisition is started and the MtqFlexibleAcquisition cares for the synchronization of the illumination variation with the image acquisition by the camera and the framegrabber processing.



Figure 5-26 – Series of worn images taken in the Multiple Acquisition Step.



In the end of this step, an image sequence is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in a vector of images form, by the creation of an MtqIPImagesVector instance.
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5.2.3.1.2. Pre-processing Steps



Figure 5-27 – Pre-processing Step Set IO and its integrant Steps.



 Grey Image Optimizer Step The Grey Image Optimizer Step is responsible for creating an optimized image from all the worn tool acquired images. It should analyze all the images of the image vector and decide what parts of each image best fit for the creation of the best worn tool image. In this step, we first load the worn tool image vector from the cargo instance. This vector becomes input for an instance of the MtqGreyImgOptimizer class, which will apply an optimization algorithm in these images to extract the best part of it. The algorithm works in the following manner: the algorithm seeks pixel by pixel of each image in the image vector (from the beginning of the image until its end) for the mean brightness intensity value, and attribute it to a new image, which is the optimized image. As the variation of the illumination produces many different images (each one with a different part of the worn tool better illuminated), this guarantees that all the best-illuminated parts of each picture will be extracted to build up the final image. This mean brightness intensity value can really be the mean value (50%) of all the pixels inspected, but also can be varied to a different value, like, 40% or 60% of the values found, for example.



Figure 5-28 – Optimized Image generated in the Grey Image Optimizer Step.



In the end of this step, the optimized image created is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPImage instance.  Edge Detector Step The Edge Detector Step is responsible for identifying the edges of the tool, which will allow the further comparison operations between the pattern and worn images of the tool.
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In this step, we first load the pattern and optimized worn images of the tool from the cargo instance. We then define some specific ROI* areas according to the tool positioning in the images. For the development of this project, three different ROI areas were defined: a top-right ROI, a bottom-left ROI and a wear area ROI.



Figure 5-29 – Illustration of the three different ROIs in the worn image.



The edges of the tool are detected by applying some Image-processing techniques in the top-right and bottom-left ROIs. This sequence of algorithms work as the following: the tool image (be it the worn or pattern image) must suffer a binarization process, so that we may distinguish what is really integrant part of the tool in the image and what is just background. This is done by applying a Threshold algorithm, that defines what brightness intensity values correspond to the tool area and which ones compose the background. After this binarization, we apply some morphology algorithms to smooth the imperfection areas of the tool edges, in order to make it easier the detection of the tool line edges. The two morphology operators used were the Opening and Closing operators. The last operator to be applied to the image is the Top Hat operator, which leaves just the external contour of the tool visible, which represents the tool edge.



Figure 5-30 – Illustration of the edge detection process through the binarization of the image.



The edge of the tool is passed through an interpolation process, then, to allow the extraction of line parameters, such as the line inclination (alpha) and its shift in the X axis (beta). From the line equation, we may identify these parameters:



Y =αX + β



*



(eq. 6.1)



Region of Interest (ROI) is an especific part of the image chosen for an especific operation. We may



define many different ROIs for the same image and we may also say that the whole image is the biggest ROI that we can define for an image.
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This process is done for both pattern and optimized worn image.



Figure 5-31 – Illustration of the edge detection in the pattern and worn images.



In the end of this step, all the four lines (two for the pattern image and two for the optimized worn image) are stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in MtqIPLine instances.  Match and Difference Images Step The Match and Difference Images Step is responsible for the alignment of both the pattern and optimized worn images and for their comparison. In this step, we first load the both images and all the line edges detected from the tool from the cargo instance. The objective is to move the optimized worn image in such way that it fits perfectly the same positioning of the pattern image, in order to allow the comparison of both images. This alignment is reached by finding the translational and rotational distances between the worn image line edges and the pattern image line edges. Once found these factors, we make the needed displacement of the image in the X and Y axis and also the needed rotation.



Repositioning of worn image



Pattern image



Figure 5-32 – Illustration of the movement of the worn image to reach the alignment with the pattern image, by translating and rotating it until the both images’ line edges encounter.
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Now that the worn image has exactly the same positioning of the pattern image, the comparison between both images is possible. But something here is important, that from this point on, we start to work only with a specific ROI of these images, the wear area ROI. It is done because all the image-processing operations run better when applied only in the specific area of the wear, and also, they need less time to be processed, as the size of the image is smaller. With the images aligned, we now perform a subtraction of both wear ROIs, in order to achieve a new image, where just the difference (the worn areas) of the images remains.



Figure 5-33 – Subtraction of both images’ wear ROIs.



In the end of this step, this differenced image is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPImage instance. Also a reference point of the tool corner is stored (it is found where the line edges of the pattern image encounter). This point is used in future, when repositioning the wear ROI. This point is stored in an MtqIPPoint instance.  Image Cleaning Step The Image Cleaning Step is responsible for the cleaning and smoothing of the differenced image of the tool. In this step, we first load the differenced image of the tool from the cargo instance. This image still has some noise areas (false wear areas) that normally come from the little manufacturing differences of each tool and some dirty points on them. This cleaning is then needed to eliminate all the false wear areas still present in the differenced image. To perform the cleaning, we apply some image-processing filters into this differenced image. These filters try to somehow smooth the wear areas and also destroy the false wear areas, by applying convolution masks in the image. The filters used for the image cleaning were: Minimum 3X3, Median 3X3, Maximum 3X3 and Gaussian 5X5.



Figure 5-34 – Cleaning of some critical remaining noise in the image. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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In the end of this step, this cleaned image is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPImage instance.



5.2.3.1.3. Detection Steps



Figure 5-35 – Detection Step Set IO and its integrant Steps.



 Pyramid Segmentation Step The Pyramid Segmentation Step is responsible for the real identification of the wear area. It groups (segments) all the parts of the images in common regions, to highlight the wear area. In this step, we first load the cleaned image of the tool from the cargo instance. In this image we then apply a pyramid segmentation algorithm of level 4, 5 or 6. This algorithm will make a final erosion in the image, eliminating any lasting noise and then group all the remaining parts of the image according to their gray intensity level. This operation leaves just the wear area of the tool highlighted.



Figure 5-36 – Pyramid Segmentation applied to cleaned image.



In the end of this step, this segmented image is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPImage instance.  Snakes Segmentation Step The Snakes Segmentation Step is responsible for the identification of the wear contours. The wear contour contains the form of the wear and is very important for its classification and measurement. In this step, we first load the pyramid-segmented image from the cargo instance. In this highlighted wear image, we must apply the snakes contour detection algorithm, which works as the following: we must first dispose all around the wear area many points, in a closed contour shape. The disposition of the points must cover all the wear area, but not all the image area. So we can dispose these points in a rectangular shape, with almost the size of the image. After the disposition of such points, the snakes’ algorithm is ready to initialize. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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It starts shrinking the point contour until such points enter in contact with the wear area. By the time the points reach the wear area, they remain static, until all points reach this static state, and the wear contour is then defined.



Figure 5-37 – Illustration of the snake points surrounding the wear area, to define the wear contour.



From this new disposition of points we have a closed contour, that represents the wear area in a visual way. For classification purposes, it is important that the entire wear region is highlighted in a uniform manner, with just one label (one unique gray level intensity). To achieve it, we perform a seek in the pyramid segmented image for the wear group areas and change their gray level intensity to the highest possible (blank -> 255).



Figure 5-38 – Segmented image with unique label.



For measurement purposes, it is important to limit the wear area with the tool edges, in order to retrieve a more accurate measurement of this wear. Therefore, in the segmented image that we had just modified to achieve a unique label for the wear area, we paint the top line edge of the tool to identify the limit of the wear. In the end of this step, the wear contour is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in a vector of points, the MtqIPPointsVector instance. Also the new-segmented image is stored in an MtqIPImage instance.
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5.2.3.1.4. Feature Extraction Steps



Figure 5-39 – Feature Extraction Step Set IO and its integrant Steps.



 Fast Fourier Transform The Fast Fourier Transform Step is responsible for changing the wear contour representation to a new representation, in order to reduce the amount of information from it, keeping the contour characteristics. This is extremely necessary for the classification of the wear. The visual representation of the wear area contains too much information about it (too much point coordinates). Therefore, in order to reduce this amount of information, we should change the contour representation. We achieve it by changing the wear representation from the Spatial Cartesian plan to the frequency domain. It is important to notice that this change of representation does not implicate in any loss of information about the wear characteristics. The change of the wear representation from the Spatial Cartesian plan to the frequency domain is possible because the wear has an enclosed contour. Because of this, we may say that this contour represents a periodical signal, and therefore, may be represented in the frequency domain by applying a Fourier Transform in this periodical signal. In this step, we first load the wear contour, represented by a vector of points, from the cargo instance. After that, we initialize an Fourier object instance to receive this closed contour representation. It is then possible to apply the Fourier analysis in the contour, what will retrieve an infinite series of Fourier descriptors, each one with an specific level or intensity, that describe exactly the same contour in the frequency domain. It is known that those descriptors of lower level are the ones that most influence, or characterize the whole contour representation, and that the higher ones few matter for the real representation. This is what allows the information reducing, because not all the Fourier descriptors are needed for the classification purposes.
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Figure 5-40 – Illustration of the change of the contour representation from the Spatial Cartesian plan to the frequency domain (series of Fourier descriptors).



In the end of this step, the new wear contour representation is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in a vector floats, the MtqIPFloatVector instance.  Contour Feature Extractor The Contour Feature Extractor Step is responsible for the selection of the correct Fourier descriptors of the wear frequency representation. Only the descriptors that really matter for the classification purposes must be chosen. In this step, we first load the wear contour represented in the frequency domain from the cargo instance. We then eliminate the first Fourier descriptor and get the remaining ones. This is done because the first Fourier coefficient is linked with the contour positioning and rotation (the mean value of the X and Y periodical functions of the Spatial Cartesian representation of the wear contour). It can be better understood with the following illustration.



Figure 5-41 – Illustration of the X and Y periodical functions of the Spatial Cartesian contour representation.
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We may represent the closed wear contour points in a form of two periodical functions: X and Y functions, which represent the change of position of both coordinates along the closed contour. Then, from the “XY“ coordinate plan, we migrate to the “X/Ycontour length“ plan, where the X and Y coordinates of the wear can be seen as periodical functions along the complete course of the wear. From what can be seen from the illustration, shifting the wear contour to the right or to the left would change the X function shape, and shifting it up or down, would change the Y function shape. This affects, of course, the mean value of these functions, affecting, then, the first coefficient of the Fourier Transform. But the wear shape remains the same, what makes us conclude that this change in the first descriptor is undesired for the classification purposes, because it will happen always, according to the positioning of the tool in front of the camera. A less important thing would be the rotation of the wear. This rotation in the wear contour would cause just the X and Y functions to suffer a phase shift, but their mean values remain the same, not affecting the first Fourier descriptor. In the end of this step, the first part of the classification representation is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in a vector doubles, the MtqIPDoubleVector instance.  Surface Feature Extractor The Surface Feature Extractor Step is responsible for the extraction of new information from the tool wear area surface, which will be used to help classifying the type of the wear encountered. These features extraction is based in an histogram analysis of the wear area in the optimized worn image and also by some information taken from a surrounding box (Sbox) that englobes the whole wear area. In this step, we first load the optimized worn image and the segmented image with one unique label from the cargo instance. From the segmented image, we apply a horizontal surrounding box around the wear area and try to find a second box with the minimum rectangle that covers the whole wear area.



Figure 5-42 – Illustration of the two Surrounding boxes.



With the box coordinates we extract the limit sizes of the wear, to use as a classification parameter for the wear classification. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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In the optimized gray image, we analyze the wear region, by means of a histogram creation. From this histogram can be extracted many important information of the tool surface, such as, the surface entropy, contrast, minimum, maximum and medium values of the pixels intensity found, standard deviation and variance and other information. This information will be used to help in the wear classification tasks. In the end of this step, the second part of the classification representation, referent to the wear surface analysis, is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, appended in the end of the doubles vector instance.



5.2.3.1.5. Classification Steps



Figure 5-43 – Classification Step Set IO and its integrant Step.



 Neural Network Step The Neural Network Step is responsible for the classification of the type of the wear. It utilizes a Feedforward neural network with sigmoid activation function neurons. The network has only one hidden layer (with 6 neurons). The input of the neural network receives the values of 10 different Fourier descriptors, that come from the frequency domain representation of the wear contour, and more other adjustable parameters that come from the tool surface feature extraction operation. So the number of input neurons may vary according to the number of features extracted from the tool surface. As the network can currently evaluate two different types of tool wear (flank wear and breakage), the net output layer consists of just two neurons. The network may be trained with the Backpropagation or Quickpropagation methods.



Figure 5-44 – Illustration of a neural network architecture with just one hidden layer.



In this step, we first load the classification representation from the cargo instance. We then initialize the neural network with the correct number of layers and neurons and with specific training configurations for the inspected type of tool. When already initialized, the
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network can evaluate if the wear in the tool represents a Flank wear or if it represents a tool breakage.



Figure 5-45 – Illustration of tool flank wear and tool breakage, respectively.



In the end of this step, the wear classification retrieved by the neural network is stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPData< EIPWearType> instance.



5.2.3.1.6. Measurement Steps



Figure 5-46 – Measurement Step Set IO and its integrant Step.



 Wear Measurement Step The Wear Measurement Step is responsible for the evaluation of the wear measurement. It retrieves three different measurement values: the flank wear measurement (VB), the maximum flank wear measurement (VB max) and the wear area measurement (Varea). In this step, we first load the wear-segmented image with unique label and the wear contour represented in the Cartesian plan from the cargo instance. To be able to retrieve a correct measurement of the tool wear, the image-processing system must be first calibrated, better saying, it must be informed some way of how much means the size of each pixel of the images that will be processed. We call this pixel size (could be in micro meters, for example) as pixel rate.
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First of all, we can evaluate the maximum flank wear value by finding the limit values (top and bottom points) of the wear contour and measuring the distance between then, by counting the number of pixels between then and multiplying by the pixel rate. The wear area value can be evaluated by means of a pixel counting operation inside the wear contour region. This pixel counting is then multiplied by the area of a pixel 2 (PixelRate ). The value of the flank wear, the VB point, is evaluated in an especial way. To calculate this wear value, we must analyze the wear area and divide it in two different regions. What is made is to pass a line over the wear area, dividing it in 80% and 20% of the wear area. The flank wear measurement value can be extracted by measuring the distance between the top limit point to this line that divides the wear area.



Figure 5-47 – Illustration of the measuring process, showing the line that divides the wear area to allow the flank wear measurement value extraction.



In the end of this step, the VB, VB max and Varea values are stored in the correct control flux cargo instance, in an MtqIPData  instances.



5.2.4. Modeling The modeling intends to show a simple model of the image-processing chain, illustrating all the classes and their relationships. Also, a more detailed description of the model interfaces will be presented, containing specifications about each class members and functions. A model of the source code organization is also intended to be shown. All this models and diagrams make use of the standardized UML language ([14]), in order to make easier the understanding and learning for all the ones that may have contact with the development of the project.
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5.2.4.1. Interface of the Image-processing System – MtqIPManager



Figure 5-48 – Image-processing chain control interface provided by MtqIPManager class.



Below are described all the interface functions provided by the MtqIP Framework for the utilization and manipulation of the image-processing chain. We should remember that this interface is provided by the MtqIPManager class, which controls the configuration, manipulation and performance of all Step Sets and Steps of the image-processing chain.  Functions for the manipulation of Step Sets • void Add( MtqIPStepSet * aStepSet ); Adds a set of steps to the manager at the end of the vector of step sets. • void AddBefore( MtqIPStepSet * aStepSet , int const aStepSetType ); Adds a set of steps to the manager in a determined position of the vector of step sets, before the specified step set type defined by aStepSetType. • void AddAfter( MtqIPStepSet * aStepSet , int const aStepSetType ); Adds a set of steps to the manager in a determined position of the vector of step sets, after the specified step set type defined by aStepSetType. • void Delete( EIPStepSetType aStepSetType ); Deletes a determined step set (aStepSetType) from the vector of step sets of the manager. • void Reset( ); Deletes all the step sets from the vector of step sets of the manager. • MtqIPStepSet * Get( EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType ); Returns the desired step set as defined by its type aStepSetType.  Functions for the manipulation of Steps • void Add( MtqIPStep * aStep , EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType ); Adds a step (aStep) to a determined step set (aStepSetType). • void Delete( EIPStepType const aStepType ); Deletes a determined step (aStepType) from the manager, which may be in any step set.  Functions for manipulation of states and types • bool IsRunning(); Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Verifies if the system is currently running a step. • void GetState( int & aStep , int & aPercentageReady ); Gets the state of the manager - which step is running, and the percentage to which it is concluded. These are returned in aStep and aPercentageReady, arguments passed by reference by the function caller. • vector< EIPStepSetType > GetStepSetSequence(); Returns a vector of the present step sets for processing, keeping its order. • MtqParameterSet * GetParameterSet( int const aStepType ); Returns the parameter set from a determined step.  Functions for running steps • void RunTo( MtqIPCargo & aCargo, EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType, EIPRunParameters a_kParam, void * a_poParamStruct ); Runs the image-processing chain until a determined step set (inclusive) in the vector of step sets, passing some control parameters for the chain operation. • void RunAll( MtqIPCargo & aCargo, EIPRunParameters a_kParam, void * a_poParamStruct ); Runs all the step sets in sequence, from the first to the last in the vector, passing some control parameters for the chain operation.



5.2.4.2. Interface of the Common Storage System – MtqIPCargo



Figure 5-49 – Storage control interface provided by MtqIPCargo class.



Below are described all the interface functions provided by the MtqIP Framework for the utilization and manipulation of the storage system provided by the MtqIPCargo class.  Functions for the MtqIPCargo Items manipulation • void Add( MtqIPCargoItem * aItem ); Adds a MtqIPCargoItem to the vector of MtqIPCargoItems of this object. • void Delete( int const aType ); Deletes a MtqIPCargoItem from the vector of MtqIPCargoItems of this object. • MtqIPCargoItem * Get( int const aType ); Returns the pointer to the MtqIPCargoItem specified by aType in this object. • void Reset(); Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Cleans completely all the items included in the cargo.  Functions for Types and Signalization • vector< EIPDataType > GetDataTypes(); Returns the data types of MtqIPCargoItems currently in MtqIPCargo. • bool IsOutputCalculated( EIPStepType const aStepType ); Checks whether the output for the step (algorithm) aStepType is already calculated. • bool IsOutputCalculated( EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType ); Checks whether the output for the step set (step) aStepSetType is already calculated. • void ParametersChanged( EIPStepType const aStepType ); Signals that the parameter set for a determined step (algorithm) has changed and hence, the output for that step has to be recalculated. • void ParametersChanged( EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType ); Signals that the parameter set for a determined step (algorithm) in a step set has changed and hence, the general output for that step set (Merge) has to be recalculated. • void OutputCalculated( EIPStepType const aStepType ); Signals that the output for a determined step (algorithm) has been calculated. • void OutputCalculated( EIPStepSetType const aStepSetType ); Signals that the general output for a step set (step) has been calculated. • int const Size(); Returns the number of items in the cargo.



5.2.4.3. Interface of the Acquisition System – MtqFlexibleAcquisition



Figure 5-50 – Image Acquisition control interface provided by MtqFlexibleAcquisition class.



The FlexibleAcquisition class, that handles the control of both acquisition and illumination modules, is created to give a simple interface for the chain's acquisition purposes. Below are described all the interface functions for the acquisition system, that should be provided with the creation of the MtqFlexibleAcquisition.  Functions for Initialization and Disabling • int Initialize( string const & aIluminationINIFile );
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Initialize the framegrabber and illumination modules for Grey images acquisition, according to an illumination configuration file (that describes the hardware LEDs structure). • int Disable(); Disables the both grabber and illumination modules. • bool IsInitialized(); Verifies if system is initialized and able to perform acquisitions.  Functions for Image Access • void * GetImage(); Returns a pointer for the last acquired image. • void * GetImageVector(); Returns a pointer to a vector of images created by multiple image acquisition.  Functions for Image Acquisition • int SelectCamera( int const a_nCamera ); Selects the current operational camera. • int Grab(); Grabs a single image. • int GrabSequence( IlluminationType aType ); Grabs a sequence of images, according to the illumination type chosen. • int GrabPattern(); Grabs the pattern image of the tool, by making access in a Database.  Functions for Illumination Manual Control • int SwitchOn(int const aLightSourceIndex ); Switches a determined light source of the illumination hardware ON (referred to by aLightSourceIndex). • int SwitchOn( int const aElement , int const aGroup ); Switches a determined light source element of a determined group ON. • int SwitchOn( double const & aElevationAngle , double const & aAzimutAngle ); Switches a determined light source with determined elevation and azimuth angles ON. • int SwitchOn( double const & aMinElevation, double const & aMaxElevation, double const & aMinAzimut, double const & aMaxAzimut ); Switches the light sources between the elevation and azimuth angles intervals ON. • int SwitchOff(int const aLightSourceIndex ); Switches a determined light source of the illumination hardware OFF (referred to by aLightSourceIndex). • int SwitchOff( int const aElement , int const aGroup ); Switches a determined light source element of a determined group OFF. • int SwitchOff( double const & aElevationAngle , double const & aAzimutAngle ); Switches a determined light source with determined elevation and azimuth angles OFF.
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int SwitchOff( double const & aMinElevation, double const & aMaxElevation, double const & aMinAzimut, double const & aMaxAzimut ); Switches the light sources between the elevation and azimuth angles intervals OFF. • int SwitchOffAll(); Switches all the light sources OFF. •



5.2.4.4. Class Diagram of the Image-processing System This is a simple class model of the Image-processing System, showing all the classes (including the MtqIPManager that works as the interface) and their relationships. It is important to notice that all the classes painted in yellow represent the classes already existent in the MtqIP Framework. The classes painted in green represent the new classes to be created with the implementation of this new Image-processing chain.



Figure 5-51 – Class diagram with all the Image-processing chain member classes and their relationships. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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5.2.4.5. Class Diagram of the Storage System This is a simple class model of the Storage System, showing all the classes (including the MtqIPCargo that works as the interface) and their relationships. It is important to notice that all the classes painted in yellow represent the classes already existent in the MtqIP Framework. The classes painted in green represent the new classes to be created with the implementation of this new Image-processing chain.



Figure 5-52 - Class diagram with all the Storage member classes and their relationships.
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5.2.4.6. Class Diagram of the Flexible Acquisition System This is a simple class model of the Flexible Acquisition System, showing all the classes (including the MtqFlexibleAcquisition that works as the interface) and their relationships. It is important to notice that all the classes painted in yellow represent the classes already existent in the MtqIP Framework. The classes painted in green represent the new classes to be created with the implementation of this new Image-processing chain.



Figure 5-53 - Class diagram with all the Flexible Acquisition member classes and their relationships.
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5.2.4.7. Source Code Organization The software of the image-processing chain will be dealing with the following classes (files):



Figure 5-54 – Source Code files’ organization.



Every “.h” file means a class declaration file. The class has the same name of the file. In the “cpp” files we find the implementation for the functions declared for each class. The arrow direction indicates the inclusion of a file into another. It means that the files to where the arrow points (“->”) include the file from where the arrow come from (“|-”).
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The classes MtqIPManager, MtqIPCargo and MtqFlexibleAcquisition are highlighted because they serve as interfaces for the system functionality. The classes MtqIPStepSetXXX, MtqIPStepXXX and MtqIPCargoItemXXX represent all the derived classes from the MtqIPStepSet, MtqIPStep and MtqIPCargoItem, respectively, already shown in previous class diagrams. It is important to notice that all the files painted in yellow represent the classes already existent in the MtqIP Framework. The files painted in green represent the new classes to be created with the implementation of this new Image-processing chain.



5.2.5. Implementation At this point of the project, we already have in hands all the project basis elaborated and documented: its proposal and requirements, detailing all the specifications needed for the project development, and the analysis and modeling from these specifications, that may be called as the “soul“ of the project. It is recommended now that all these information generated and documented is revised, in order to verify any need for updating information or correcting failures and also to refresh every idea in mind before starting the real project implementation. In order to have success in the system architecture programming, some tips may be followed to avoid common programming mistakes, which can cause great problems in future, when the program becomes too big and complex. The first thing to be done is to translate the architecture created in the modeling step of the project methodology to the target programming language. For the implementation of this project, the C++ programming language was chosen, as it is an Object Oriented programming language, from where we can take advantage of its properties of code organization and reutilization. This translation must be done in steps, and we should certify first that the program skeleton (the declaration of the classes’ interface, without its functions’ implementation, that represent all the software information documented in the modeling phase) work properly, avoiding compilation errors to future program integrations. By the time this skeleton works properly (it is already free of errors) and follows the source code organization presented also in the modeling phase, we may start giving some life to the system functionalities, better saying, start programming the source code of each class member function. Both the programming of the interface of the system (skeleton) and its functionalities (member functions’ implementation) must follow an specific notation and organization, or software nomenclature, that will allow an easy understanding of the source code by any member of the project development team. This nomenclature usually asks for special rules for variable name’s creation, class interface organization and documentation and files’ header specifications. Also, the program source code and its documentation are usually written in English, to allow the comprehension and the work of all the members of a multinational group.
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Figure 5-55 – Illustration of the header of every class file created in the WZL MtqLib software library.



It is important to remember that one of the secrets for source code reutilization and good teamwork in software development is to keep a good and clear documentation of the source code. This means that the programmer must be observant to perform a very objective and complete documentation of the whole source code: the skeleton of the system (that is the part of the source code that reflects the classes’ interface) should reflect the architecture provided by the project-modeling phase. All attributes and member functions must be well explained, because they give the basis for the source code implementation understanding. The implementation of the system (that is the part that contain the classes’ member function definitions) should reflect the functionalities provided by the project requirements analysis phase. In this part, every programming trick or implementation code parts that are not very clear itself and may take too much time to be understood must be documented.
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Figure 5-56 – Illustration of the source code organization with special software nomenclature.



We should remember that a good software documentation is the one that provides for the source code reader the possibility to read and understand the code like if he was reading a common text. All this work of translating and documenting the models into a specific programming language requires the utilization of some computational tools. The essential tools for programming are text editors and program compilers. The tool used for programming and compiling all the source code used for this project was the Visual C++ 6.0, from Microsoft. This tool is one of the best programming environments existent nowadays: it covers in the same workspace environment a very good text editor, good interface for the creation of visual graphic applications, project and source code organization in a hierarchy tree view, the compilator, debugging functions for code test and inspection, and lots of customization and configuration options for best fitting the needs of the programming tasks. Still, and of course, it influences and leads the programmer to develop applications to run in the Windows platform.
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Figure 5-57 – Visual C++ 6.0 programming environment – Debug mode.



Within the environment of Visual C++, two new hardware control drivers were developed: one for the new framegrabber control and other for the varying illumination kit control. The programming of both drivers and their correct and synchronous relationship was essential for the beginning of the Image-processing chain programming, because one of the first steps of the chain leads with image acquisition. As both drivers were developed, the chain could be programmed. The both drivers for the hardware control and the Imageprocessing chain were developed as software libraries (.lib), and as these libraries just give the interface for the utilization of its functions, some demo programs had to be created to use and test all the functionalities of the system. More about it will be explained in the Test project step. Something very important when working with team software development is to have some way to control and manage the use and modification of the source code between different members of the development team. When more than one person work in the same project, sharing the same source code, it comes to a time that the modifications made on it by one programmer start to affect in the functionalities created by the other one. To manage the access of more than one person to the same source code, in order to avoid conflicts in the code implementation, there are some special computational tools that provide source code version control. With these tools, the programmer may create projects in a server computer area, where all the original files of the project will be kept safe. The programmer is just allowed to work in local copies of these files, and every time an important version of the program is finished, it may be uploaded to the server, and the version control tool takes care of creating a new version for the modified files, keeping the old versions safe. More than just controlling the versions of each project file, the version control tool seeks for modified pieces of code that may be in conflict, warning the programmer to decide either to proceed or to review the modifications, in order to avoid the creation of unexpected errors for other developers. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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The version control tool used for this project development was the Visual Source Safe, from Microsoft. This tool runs together into the same workspace environment of the Visual C++ tool.



Figure 5-58 – Visual Source Safe Environment.



Another very good tool for this task of controlling the project source code access is the CVS – Concurrent Version System (www.cvshome.org), which is not specifically directed to the Windows platform, and works also in Unix platforms. By the end of the source code development, some other tools that help in the organization and documentation of the source may be used to create an “on-line help“ for the project. A good tool that may be downloaded freely from the Internet is Doxygen (www.doxygen.org), which interprets some special character sequences included in the source code documentation, organizing this documentation into an HTML or Latex format.



5.2.6. Tests Of course the test and implementation phases of a software project development are very high interconnected, because during all software creation, bugs and errors are generated, and no software can be all written and work properly as desired in the end without debugging and testing it during its own development. The tests were expected to be done in two different prototypes, one prototype created specially for experiments and demonstrations and another to work within the machine tool environment.
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A special type of tool was chosen to be the “case of study“ inspected by the Imageprocessing System, the turning tool model VBMT 16 04 04-UM 4025, from Sandvik – Coromant Company (www.coromant.sandvik.com).



Figure 5-59 – Sandvik-Coromant Turning tool model VBMT 16 04 04-UM 4025.



As was mentioned before, during the analysis and the modeling steps of the project development, two new drivers for hardware control had to be developed before starting the development of the Image-processing system. In order to test and verify the synchronism between the framegrabber acquisition driver and the illumination control driver, a special demo application was developed, called “Flexilum“, which provide a graphical interface with all the needed functionalities from both drivers.



Figure 5-60 – Flexilum Demo for testing the illumination and the framegrabber control drivers.
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The Flexilum environment was very important for testing the hardware of the system, for debugging this new drivers and correcting some implementation errors in already existent code. It was created to work together with the first prototype of the Image-processing System, and allowed a preview of the problems that the project would have to overcome when the image-processing chain started to work. Within its interface, the user can visualize a live acquisition of the image, what helps in focusing the desired area of the tool for further acquisition. Also, many different types of incident illumination were tested in this live mode, until a special type was defined, which resulted in an acceptable contrast between the tool area and the background. The Image-processing chain begun to be developed as the hardware control drivers were already working properly, in a synchronous and fast way. It was programmed as a software library package, just like the both hardware control drivers were. As the Image-processing chain was already in test phases, a new simple demo application was created to test it. It is called “ImgProcChain_CmdLineApp“ and runs in a DOS environment (Win32 console application). It was created with the intention of helping to debug the image-processing flow, to assure that all the Steps and Step Sets were working properly and really accomplishing their tasks. No user interface was provided for input parameters control. Everything should be inputted as hard code in the program. The output results of the system could be analyzed by inspecting the many images saved on hard disk, as a result of each Image-processing Step work. Some state information, the final classification and measurement values of the tool wear were informed in the end of the program.



Figure 5-61 – Console application to help testing and debugging the Image-processing chain.



To reach the final measurement values, the Machine Vision System had to be calibrated. This is done because the system must be informed about the real size of each Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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pixel in the image, in order to calculate the final wear measurement in micro-meters, as the measurement tasks are performed by means of pixel counting. To achieve the calibration of the system, we must somehow discover its “pixel/measuring-unit” relation. The easiest way to achieve it, is by presenting a pattern object (with very precise dimensions) to the acquisition system. As we already know the dimensions of this object, we must then just count how many pixels were necessary to represent that object in the digital image form. We then divide the number of needed pixels by the value of the object dimension, reaching the ”pixel/measuring-unit” relation. What was done in this case, was to use a caliper rule as the pattern object. We moved it until we reach the maximum extent of the image, extracting then its “Field of Vision” values (real values for the image extensions – how much the height and width of an image represent in a specific measuring unit in the real world).



Figure 5-62 – Obtaining the Machine Vision System FOV by means of a caliper rule aperture shot.



By doing this, we achieved the following values for the system FOV (field of vision):



FOVHeight = 2, 73mm FOVWidth = 1, 53mm



(eq. 6.2)



and we achieved the final pixel size values by applying the formula:



PixelSizeH =



FOVHeight ImageSizeH



=



1, 79mm 576 pixels



FOVWidth 2, 39mm PixelSizeW = = ImageSizeW 768 pixels



(eq. 6.3)



reaching a value of approximately 3.1110 µm for each pixel, as the value of the image size is 768X576 pixels. This value was brought to the software to allow a precise measurement of the tool wear by the final step of the image-processing chain. During the image-processing chain tests with the first prototype, many problems were faced. Among the most important, we may mention the problem of acquiring a good image from the tool wear, and the problem of setting good image-processing parameters for the wear classification and measurement evaluation, due to this bad image acquisition. The first problem with good image acquisition was about the shape of the chosen tool. The cutting edge of the tool is somehow downwards curved, what made the tool edge detection much more difficult, because behind this tool curved edge, the remaining part of the tool appeared not focused, complicating to isolate the tool edge from its background. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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This was solved by repositioning the tool in front of the camera, by rotating it in its horizontal axis, until its cutting edge overtook the whole area from tool remaining part. This was necessary to be done, but disturbed a little the image acquisition because now the depth of field of the system should increase (providing better focus as the tool frontal surface was not parallel to the camera sensor surface anymore).



Frontal perspective



Inclined perspective



Figure 5-63 – Illustration of the tool in two perspectives: normal frontal perspective and with the tool inclined to cover the remaining part that appeared over its edge.



The second problem of acquiring a good image from the tool wear was intrinsic of the first prototype – the semi-spherical illumination kit and the set of lenses and extensor tubes – not in the technique of varying the incident light beams itself, but in the hardware structure it was built. The illumination kit was built with a semi-spherical shape, where four rings of 16 LEDs were disposed, grouping 64 LEDs in total. But these LEDs were all fed by an IO board inside the computer. As this IO board did not have too much power to give to this matrix of 64 LEDs, the luminosity intensity generated by a single line or a single ring of LEDs from the illumination kit was not enough to generate good images, which were extremely dark, giving almost no contrast between the tool area and the image background. The optical set itself also did not contribute for a good image acquisition, because the sequence of extension tubes needed for the magnification of the tool wear area and the set of lenses available could not capture too much light from the semi-spherical illumination kit. This problem affected also in the focus configuration. We say that the more we close the iris from the lens, the bigger is the depth of field from the system. Better saying, the more we close the light entrance in the optics set, better is the focus achieved for the image acquisition. But as the light intensity was already not good enough to work together with this optical set, the images acquired did not present good focus also.



Figure 5-64 – Illustration of the optical set containing all the extensor tubes for reaching a good magnification of the wear area. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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Figure 5-65 – Example of bad images acquired with ring and line illumination, respectively.



With such bad images, nothing could be done about the image-processing, because even the tool edges could not be correctly identified, what was necessary for the alignment of the worn tool image with pattern tool image, already in the first steps of the imageprocessing chain. This wrong identification of the tool edges caused the whole resting image-processing process to work bad, identifying false wear areas and retrieving the wrong wear measurement and classification, due to the false alignment produced by the Edge Detection and the Matching and Difference Steps.



Worn image false edge detection.



Pattern image false edge detection.



False repositioning of worn image Figure 5-66 – False alignment generated by bad image acquisition.



Figure 5-67 – False wear areas detected due to false alignment. Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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The only way to contour these problems, was to create new illumination types (as the change of the optical set was not possible at the moment), which could bring more light power to the tool wear area, and therefore, resulting in better contrasts in the tool wear image. Double lines and double rings were tried, but none of them worked fine. The only way to keep a good illumination for the whole scene was to maintain always part of the illumination kit turned on. These new illumination types created still kept the varying illumination technique, but always with the first 2 or three rings all turned on. Then the last rings still varied the incidence of the light beams. That was not the main idea thought for the illumination kit usage, but was the only way found to extract good light intensity from the scene with such optical set.



Figure 5-68 – New illumination types created: line acquisition with two rings, double line with two rings and line with three rings, respectively.



Figure 5-69 – Example of better images acquired: line acquisition with three rings and double line acquisition with three rings, respectively.



With some better images in hand, many image-processing parameters had to be defined, to perform the tool edges detection, the cleaning after the comparison between the worn tool and the pattern tool, the level segmentation that should be applied to the wear area and so on. A good set of parameters for the processing was found: for the image cleaning, the Median filter with a 3X3 convolution kernel was used, followed by a Gaussian filter with a 5X5 convolution kernel. For the pyramid segmentation, the best levels found were levels 5 and 6, followed by a final opening morphology operation. With all this configuration in hands, some good measurements could already be done with the chain. What was missing was to finish the classification tasks of the chain. The neural network implemented was a feedforward network, and was programmed following the S2iLib module for Neural Network applications– the S2iLibNeural. The network presented Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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varying input vector size, one hidden layer with six neurons (sigmoid output function) and an output layer with two neurons, each for a specific classification type (flank wear or tool breakage). The input vector varied because part of it came from the frequency representation of the wear contour (10 Fourier descriptors) and another came from a tool surface inspection, that could retrieve as many surface parameters as desired. The network was then trained by a Backpropagation algorithm, with a learning rate of 0.1, a training limit 7 -7 of 10 and the desired error of 10 . The training time faced with these parameters in a Pentium II 266 MHz computer took about one minute and forty seconds. Something important that was discovered is that to make the S2i neural network to work properly, a special treatment must be done with the input vector: all the values of the input vector should be normalized, what means that the maximum value of the vector will become ‘1’ and the others will be proportionally converted to new values by dividing their current values by this maximum value, keeping all the vector values in the (0,1) range. By the end of the experimental tests, when all the image-processing parameters were already configured, a good image of the tool was already reached and the neural network was already trained and working fine with the console application, a final test for the prototype was still to be done. It should be inserted in an already developed application, called “ToolSpy“, created specially for testing applications compatible with the MtqIP Framework. The ToolSpy environment allows user interaction in its graphical interface, by providing means of changing some image-processing parameters and retrieving each step image results for visualization.



Figure 5-70 – Image-processing Chain integration with ToolSpy application.



Tests within the second prototype environment were not able to be done, because the second prototype did not present good image acquisition characteristics, as its
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illumination kit was weaker as the one in the first prototype, and its optical set was not very well configured to apply the needed magnification in the tool wear area.



5.2.7. Final Documentation To finalize the project documentation, the previous version of it had to be read and the source code was reviewed. No great changes had to be done to the project documentation, just some updates in some interface functions’ parameters and, therefore, some updates in some pictures. Although modifications in the requirements, analysis and modeling were not very significant, much about the implementation and test problems (like the lack of illumination intensity for image acquisition) had to be reported, with the respective solution found for each one. What could not be performed or suggestions for improvement of the project can be found further in the Conclusions and Perspectives chapter.
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6. Results This chapter aims to present the project results. Many of them were already presented in the implementation and test chapters from the software development, and will be just mentioned again. The major goal of the project was to develop an image-processing chain capable of measuring and classifying cutting tools’ wear automatically. To allow the project and development of such an application, it was necessary to develop some hardware control drivers, in order to perform the image acquisition step of the image-processing chain. Two drivers were developed: one driver for the image captures control (a framegrabber board driver) and another for the varying illumination control (used in two different illumination kit prototypes through an IO board control). These drivers were combined into another interface class, which joined also some functionalities for database access, in order to achieve better performance for the image acquisition, by synchronizing the illumination correct direction and incidence time with the image capture time, resulting in fast acquisition time. These drivers could be debugged and tested with the implementation of a visual demo application, the Flexilum Environment, which provided a graphical interface for testing all the interface functions of both drivers and retrieved the acquisition image results on screen. With the implementation of the Flexilum application, it was possible to define an optical set for the first prototype, among the available optics in the WZL laboratory. The live acquisition mode of the application retrieved constant image update, allowing the configuration of an optical set that provided good magnification of the tool wear area. Unfortunately, the set of extensor tubes needed for the correct area magnification decreased a lot the light intensity sensed by the system, what resulted in images with not the desired contrasts, neither the best focus, but enough for starting the development of the imageprocessing chain. The image-processing chain was developed after the concretization of the other hardware control drivers and the final assembling of the first prototype. It counts with more than 30 new classes that had to be created for the whole system functionality. It is fundamentally based on the WZL Software Library (MtqLib) and the S2i Software Library (S2iLib), especially in the MtqIP Framework, already created for development of quick Machine Vision applications. The image-processing chain was tested with the creation of a simple console application for DOS environment, the “ImgProcChain_CmdLineApp“. It provided a very simple and fast way of initializing all the chain processing steps and allowed running the image-processing chain until its end, retrieving the classification and the measurement of the wear. Following, we can see the results provided by the application, when running the whole image processing chain until its end:
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Pattern Image Acquisition from Database



Multiple Image Acquisition



Moved Worn Image



Tool Edge Detection



Differenced Image



Optimized Worn Image Creation



Cleaned Image



Segmented Image



Measurement and Classification Results Segmented Image with Contours Figure 6-1 – Illustration of the results generated by the “ImgProcChain_CmdLineApp” console application.
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The time needed to accomplish the whole chain processing steps was something about 30 seconds (in a Pentium II 266 MHz). Some specific algorithms made the system become so slow, like the Grey Image Optimizer (that have to access many images, pixel by pixel to find the best value for the optimized image) and the Surface Feature Extractor (that analyzed too much information in the surface of the worn image). Something that could be noticed within the test of the image-processing chain through this simple demo is that the development of the image-processing chain steps are totally turned to a specific case, to the current cutting tool been inspected, what made this End Course Project become more a “Case Study“ than a general solution for automated measurement and classification of the tool wear. Better saying, many processing steps of the chain would have sometimes a totally different behavior depending on the characteristics of the inspected tool, specially the pre-processing and detection steps, where the worn and pattern images must be aligned and compared, and after that, the correct cleaning and segmentation methods must be applied to allow the wear contour detection. Fortunately, the image-processing chain software was developed in such a way that allows every other “Case Studies“ to reutilize the exact same chain structure from this implementation. What really changes are the various image-processing parameters of the alignment, comparison, cleaning and segmenting functions for a specific type of tool. Some changes in the MtqIP Framework were also done to provide a way of inserting many of these parameters into the image-processing chain as arguments of the Run() chain interface function. Doing this, the chain has a way to take decisions in which image-processing operations should be performed in each step, according to the type of tool being inspected. Many of these parameters could also be loaded from the same database from where the pattern image of the tool is loaded. The image-processing chain tests made under the ImgProcChain_CmdLineApp environment generated some good and bad results. The measurement and classification tasks of the chain could be proved and compared, by performing some laboratory examinations, measuring the wear of each tested tool with the help of a high precision microscope.



Figure 6-2 – Illustration of the tool wear measurement performed with a microscope.



With the precise wear values obtained from the microscope, an evaluation of the system measurement performance could be done. Here is presented a table with information Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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about some measurement and classification tasks realized for 6 different worn tools (Sandvik-Coromant Turning tool model VBMT 16 04 04-UM 4025). In this set of tools, we have four tools presenting flank wear and two other present breakage. These tools were also the ones used to train the neural network algorithm, to perform the correct identification of the wear type. i



Tool ID



VB(µ µm)



Varea(µ µm2)



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16



Flank_5 Flank_5 Flank_5 Flank_51 Flank_51 Flank_51 Flank_6 Flank_6 Flank_7 Flank_7 Break_8 Break_8 Break_8 Break_9 Break_9 Break_9



419.9 472.8 407.5 348.4 388.8 360.8 376.4 488.4 264.4 591.1 531.9 528.8 531.9 345.3 307.9 351.5



123501 316859 350694 236606 315136 353515 436028 434184 246691 578057 578144 570242 617617 363044 247107 288767



VB max(µ µm) Real VB max (µ µm) 544.4 544.4 531.9 451.1 413.8 472.8 581.7 765.3 398.2 824.4 681.3 709.3 671.9 475.9 438.6 444.8



538.5 538.5 538.5 449.1 449.1 449.1 516.5 516.5 311.8 311.8 685.8 685.8 685.8 475.9 475.9 475.9



Wear Type



Real Wear Type



Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Breakage Flank wear Unknown Breakage Breakage Unknown Unknown Unknown Breakage



Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Flank wear Breakage Breakage Breakage Breakage Breakage Breakage



Table 6-1 – Table containing the results of 16 different measurements accomplished by the automated wear measurement and classification system.



The parameters that could be really compared were the tool wear type (which was previously known) and the maximum flank wear value (measurement of the whole wear size in the vertical axis), because the flank wear value, when measured in a microscope, must be evaluated by a person with experience in tool wear measurement, because it is represented as an estimative of the whole wear (the VB point is found by tracing a line in a place that corresponds to 80% of the wear area). All the highlighted lines from the table correspond to false measurement or classification performed by the system (too high measuring values or imperfect classification due to false tool alignment problems). The table shows that the image-processing chain classification tasks had a quite good performance, classifying correctly almost 70% of the test cases. Unfortunately, the measuring tasks did not present a very stable and robust result (as already expected, due to the problems of image acquisition faced during the project implementation). What can be seen from the table results, is that for some tools, the measurement error is small (2 or three pixels) or even null, proving that the imageprocessing chain worked fine when all its tasks were well performed (perfect tool alignment and cleaning, and good segmentation, eliminating the image noise created by black burned areas in the tool). But for some other cases, the false alignment and too much noise in the tool resulted in the measurement of higher flank wear values (the worst error registered in Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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the normal cases was of almost 28 pixels – 86.4 µm), giving the system not good repeatability. This was caused because of some factors: the first problem – the correct alignment – sometimes was not well performed due to problems with good focusing and reaching a propitious illumination for the image scene, what generated too dark images in many cases. Also, it was noticed that the pattern and worn tools had some small differences on their shape, that affected considerably in the final measurement. The second problem – too much image noise – happened because there were too many black burned spots in the tool surface (result of the high temperatures during the manufacturing process). When these black spots were too big, there was no way to remove it completely, just by means of the cleaning and segmentation processes applied to the image, and it resulted in false wear areas, increasing the values of the final measurement.



Figure 6-3 – Illustration of false wear areas in the tool image due to burning spots on tool surface.



It is hoped that with an improvement in the acquisition hardware (choosing new lenses for better magnification and better light intensity absorption, and also making the necessary changes in the illumination kit, providing it more light power), the image acquisition become much better, giving better chances for the image-processing steps to work properly (specially the alignment, the cleaning and segmentation operations, that depend too much on the quality of the acquired image to retrieve good results). By finishing the tests of the chain with the simple console application, some efforts were made to include the chain functionalities to run into the environment of another visual application, the ToolSpy. As the chain configuration was already successfully inserted into ToolSpy, the work with the first prototype was finished. Tests with the second prototype were made out of the machine tool environment. The illumination was tested and configured, but a good optical set could not be chosen for the system. The lenses previously chosen did not provide a good magnification of the wear area, and not even making use of extensor tubes a good image could be captured (because the illumination kit of the second prototype is much smaller and provides not enough light intensity as the first prototype illumination kit). In this way, the image-processing chain could not be tested inside the machine tool area.
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Figure 6-4 – Tests performed with the illumination and optical sets of the second prototype.
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7. Conclusions and Perspectives With the conclusion of this project, it was proved that the choice for the implementation of an automated wear measurement solution through a Machine Vision System was a good idea, and probably, the only way to perform the task and receive a direct measurement and classification of the tool wear type. Though, this solution is still not so robust, because the acquisition hardware used to test the system still does not fit the acquisition requirements for a good performance. But, indeed, the system can perform a good evaluation of the tool wear through image-processing. The software system developed for this kind of application is extremely portable to new systems, since it was based in the MtqIP Framework, which guarantees modularity and reusability for new Machine Vision applications. It is already clear that new implementation or changes in some processing steps will be need as far as new cutting tools are needed to be inspected. Each tool differs from the others in its physical characteristics, what makes essential the implementation of new alignment techniques for the preprocessing step set and also define a set of new processing parameters according to the tool surface color and manufacturing material for the cleaning and segmentation steps. Because of this, it is probable that a robust automated application for tool wear measurement may be achieved, but this application will take care of the most important kinds of cutting tools, and not all of them, since there is an infinity of tool types already in use in the market for manufacturing purposes. Once this solution is working fine with the prototypes already created, in a robust way, especially in the machine tool environment, a migration to some new Machine Vision technologies may be needed to provide the system better performance and modularity to be applied to new machine tools. The first step would be changing the processing hardware of the system from a PC to a smart camera. By integrating the acquisition and processing hardware, the solution could be more easily ported to new machine tool environments, since the system physical area would occupy less space and the communication with the machine tool central control would be easier, as the smart camera output could be directly connected to it, through an industrial network, providing the results of the wear measurement and classification in a very quick way. While this final and robust solution is not achieved, some aspects may still be considered in order to reach it faster. One aspect is improving the illumination hardware. This does not mean that the varying illumination technique works bad or did not attend the expectations. The optimization technique proved to be very good, resulting in the best images from the tool, though it takes too much time to perform this operation, being one of the slowest parts of the imageprocessing system. But what really matters about the illumination improvement is intrinsic of the hardware part. The prototypes assembled for the project tests were based in a 64 LEDs matrix, structured in a semi-spherical shape. This arrangement of LEDs proved to have not enough light intensity to result in a very good image of the tool wear, where the tool and the image background should have a very high contrast, and where the wear area should be Development of a Machine Vision Application for Automated Tool Wear Measurement
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easily noticed. One way to increase the light intensity would be changing the IO board and the type of LEDs used, in order to feed more powerful LEDs with more energy from the board. Maybe increasing the number of LEDs in the semi-spherical arrangement would also help in the creation of better-optimized images. Another aspect, which would also help in the lack of light intensity problem, would be changing the system optical set. By choosing new lenses for the system, with better magnification characteristics, there would be no need to use such a big set of extensor tubes for the magnification purposes, and the light intensity would not be so strongly lost. More than just providing a good magnification for the tool wear area, these new lenses should provide also a very good depth of field, in order to achieve a very good focus from all the tool frontal surface (that sometimes may be a little bit curved), to help in the correct tool edges detection. In what matters some processing problems encountered during the test phase of the image-processing chain, like the false recognition of little black burned parts of the tool as wear, a new image-processing step could be created to eliminate these burned areas from the tool surface image. The idea is create a new image-processing step, where just the information inside the tool area would be analyzed. To do it, the tool contour would have to be detected, in order to define the limits of the tool area. This can be done similar as the tool edge detection step performed to find the tool edges. After these limits are defined, we should make a seek for the burned areas, and repaint these areas with a medium value of the gray intensity existent inside the pattern image tool area. A last idea for the system would be the creation of a special processing step, where the calibration of the system could be automatically performed, through the measurement of a pattern shape. The calibration of the system is a very important task to be done and is necessary for the correct measurement of the wear value. The calibration consists in informing the system the exactly value of a pixel, for example, in millimeters. By knowing how much means the size of a pixel in a specific metric system, the correct wear measurement can be retrieved, as the image-processing chain makes use of pixel counting for evaluating the wear value. This task of calibrating the system could be automatically done by inserting a new step into the image-processing chain, where a pattern object with very precise dimensions (a 1X1 millimeter square, for example) would be presented to the acquisition system, and with the acquisition of this object image, the number of pixels that integrate the object could be counted to extract how much values the size of each pixel with the current set of optics being used by the processing chain.
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